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ABSTRACT
GIS-Based Evaluation of Mid-Block Pedestrian Crossing Safety
by
Zhenzhong Cui
Dr. Shashi Nambisan, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor o f C iv il Engineering 
University o f Nevada. Las Vegas
Transportation related problems have become one o f the most pressing and visible 
concerns o f urban life. An important transportation issue in publics is traffic safety. One 
major aspect o f safety relates to pedestrian crossings, especially pedestrian crossings 
away from  an intersection i.e. at mid-block locations. There is need to develop a program 
to address m id-block pedestrian crashes (MBPC) to better understand them. This thesis 
describes the development o f set o f tools designed to help better understand MBPCs. 
Included are general statistical methods. CIS database, and visualization interface 
software. These tools are intended to assist traffic engineers and planners in objectively 
evaluating locations, in visualizing where pedestrian safety problems occur, and in 
developing appropriate countermeasures.
Existing databases, in a CIS environment, related to traffic crashes were used to 
evaluate the spatial and temporal characteristics o f pedestrian crashes. Nonparametric 
statistical tests were performed to verify the significance o f results obtained. Other data
III
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used include tra ffic  and geometric characteristics o f the roadways under consideration as 
well as land use characteristics proximate to the roadway.
This thesis evaluates the potential o f spatial clustering techniques and nearest 
neighbor methods to identify areas where high concentrations o f mid-block crashes are 
occurring. These were facilitated by the georeferencing capabilities afforded by CIS 
programs. General characteristics o f MBPCs are studied statistically. Visualization 
applications are v ita lly  important for abstracting and implementing analyses o f complex 
situations such as mid-block pedestrian crossing safety. CIS software was used to 
develop such applications.
The methodology was tested and validated using a case study o f m id-block locations 
in the Las Vegas metropolitan area. The W ilcoxon Signed Rank test is performed for 
testing pedestrian crossings at intersections. The results from nonparametric statistical 
tests concluded that there is a significantly lower conflic t i f  pedestrians cross at an 
intersection instead o f crossing at m id-block.
I V
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CHAPTER I 
INTRO DUCTIO N
Transportation related problems have become one o f the most pressing and visible 
concerns o f urban life. An important transportation issue in the publics is traffic 
safety. A major aspect o f safety on roadways relates to pedestrian crossings, 
especially pedestrian crossings away from intersections.
The pedestrian is a person who interacts w ith the tra ffic system whenever he or 
she steps o f f  the curb and onto the roadway. The increasing concern about the 
pedestrians as part o f the tra ffic  system is due to their vulnerability compared to the 
drivers who are protected by their motorized vehicle.
A typical urban pedestrian transportation system involves three basic elements: 
sidewalks or walkways: m idblock or intersection comer, holding, or queuing areas; 
and pedestrian crossings o f roads, railway lines, or other physical features o f the 
transportation network (Romer &  Sathisan. 1997).
In 1997. 41.967 people in the United State lost their lives and another 3.4 m illion 
people were injured in motor vehicle crashes (U.S. Department o f Transportation. 
1999). Transportation fatalities account for slightly under ha lf o f all U.S. accidental 
deaths. Societal economic losses from motor vehicle crashes are huge, estimated by 
the National H ighway T ra ffic  Safety Administration (NHTSA) to exceed $150 b illion 
annually.
1
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About 82,000 pedestrians were killed or injured in 1997 as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Persons K illed or Injured in M otor Vehicle Crashes in 1997
Person Type Killed Injured Total
Vehicle Occupants
Driver 24.644 2.167.000 2,191,000
Passenger 10.931 1.086.000 1,097,000
Unknown 118 1,000
Occupant
Subtotal 35.693 3.253,000 3.289.000
Nonmotorists
Pedestrian 5.307 77.000 82.000
Pedalcyclist 813 58.000 59.000
Other/Unknown 154 11.000 11.000
Subtotal 6,274 146.000 152.000
Total 41,967 3,399,000 3,441.000
Source: USDOT. NHTSA. 'T ra ffic  Safety Facts 1998"
1.1 Motivation
During the 1993-1997 time period, statistics shows that "crossing-not at intersection 
(no pedestrian crosswalk)" type o f pedestrian crash represents fifty -five  percent o f all 
fatal pedestrian cntshes and more than twenty-eight percent o f all in jury only pedestrian 
crashes during this period. In this thesis, such crashes are termed m id-block pedestrian 
crashes (MBPC). In fact, the 120 fatal pedestrian crashes o f this type represented nearly 
fourteen percent o f all fatal tra ffic  related crashes in Clark County. Nevada during this 
period (Puterski et al. 1999). This particular type o f fatal crash is one o f the highest 
categories o f fatal pedestrian crash types in the Las Vegas metropolitan area o f Clark 
County. In order to develop a program to address the phenomenon o f mid-block 
pedestrian crashes, they need to be better understood. Commonly used statistical tools
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3need to be adopted to assist the tra ffic  safety engineer in objectively evaluating factors to 
understand where, when, what, and why pedestrian safety problems occur. Also, in order 
to develop effective pedestrian crash countermeasures, it is important to first understand 
what specific driver and pedestrian behaviors cause these crashes. Since the factors 
contributing to the MBPCs are under complex situations, visualization tools supported by 
a computer based program are necessary.
1.2 Background
"The pedestrian is a humble man. who has been pushed around first by a man on 
horseback, then by a man in a carriage, and now by others in cars and trucks" (Bird.
1969). While many people identify w ith the driver's role, most people tend to think o f the 
pedestrian as somebody else. Apparently, this line o f thinking has led to what by now 
may be described as a severe reduction in the importance given to accommodate the 
pedestrian in the design o f the highway system. Signalized intersections are prim arily 
designed to accommodate the vehicle traffic especially in determining the level o f service 
(LOS); many otherwise expensive suburbs do not have sidewalks; and in many newly 
developed areas, the roads are designed to accommodate and facilitate more and more 
vehicles while pedestrian facilities are designed to accommodate fewer and fewer people 
and functions.
Travel by pedestrians is the most common mode o f transportation throughout the 
world (Romer. 1995). In the United States, the safe and efficient movement o f motorized 
vehicles has been emphasized with the accommodation o f pedestrians a lesser priority.
For example, the planning and construction o f the largest national highway project in the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4history o f the United States, the federal interstate or national defense freeway system, 
banned the pedestrian from its right-of-way. Although the lowliness o f pedestrians in 
comparative status to other modes o f American transportation seems a modem problem, 
the fo llow ing passage provides a historical continuum o f Russia giving us a comparison 
to America. ( I l f  and Petrov. 1932).
Pedestrians Should Be Loved 
From I l f  and Petrov. The L ittle  Golden C alf 
Moscow, 1931
Pedestrians comprise the greater part o f humanity. M oreover-its better 
part. Pedestrians created the world. It is they who bu ilt cities, erected multi storey 
buildings, laid sewerage and water mains, paved streets, and illuminated them 
with electric lights. It is they who spread civ ilization throughout the world, 
invented book printing, gunpowder, deciphered Egyptian hieroglyphics, 
introduced safety razors, abolished slave trade and discovered that 114 nourishing 
meals can be prepared from soybeans.
When everything was finished, when our beloved planet assumed a fa irly  
habitable look, motorists appeared on the scene.
One should note that the automobile itse lf was invented by pedestrians, 
but somehow the motorists forgot that very qu ickly. Meek and intelligent 
pedestrians began to get squashed. Streets, created by pedestrians, were usurped 
by motorists. Roadways were widened to double their former size, sidewalks 
shrank to tape w idth and pedestrians began to cower in fear against the walls o f 
buildings.
In a large city, pedestrians lead a life  o f martyrdom. A kind of 
transportation ghetto was set up fo r them. They are allowed to cross streets only 
at intersections, that is precisely in those places where tra ffic  is heaviest and 
where the hair by which a pedestrian's life usually hangs is most easily broken. In 
our large country, the automobile, intended by pedestrians for peaceful 
transportation o f people and goods, assumed the proportions o f a lethal weapon. It 
puts out o f commission row upon row o f union members and their family and if. 
on occasion, a pedestrian succeeds in escaping from under the silver nose o f an 
automobile, he is promptly fined fo r violating the tra ffic  law.
In general, the authority o f pedestrians has been shaken considerably.
They, who gave the world such outstanding figures as Horatio. Boyle. 
Labachavsky. and Anatole France, are now forced to clown in the tritest manner 
just to remind the world o f their existence. God. oh God, Thou who in reality are
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
dead, where did Thou, who dost not exist, leave the pedestrian!
The relegation o f the pedestrian to a lower p rio rity  has forced the interaction o f the 
pedestrian on a level w ith its most pervasive threat -the motorized vehicle. Pedestrians, 
w ith their in ferior operating characteristics, are forced to enter the roadway, the domain 
o f the vehicle, and compete. (Romer. 1995)
The increasing concern about pedestrians as part o f the traffic system is due to their 
vulnerability compared to the drivers and passengers who are protected by the motorized 
vehicles (U.S. Department o f Transportation. 1999). Although, in the United States, 
pedestrian involved crashes accounted fo r on ly  2 percent o f all motor vehicle crashes 
from 1975 to 1995. 13 to 17 percent o f motor vehicle crash related deaths have been 
pedestrians. Thus, tra ffic  conflicts invo lving pedestrians are more severe than traffic 
conflicts among motorized vehicles only.
Although the highway traffic system is designed to facilitate safe interactions 
between pedestrians and vehicles, the recurrence o f pedestrian crashes is a testimony to 
failure in this area. As soon as a pedestrian steps o f f  the curb, he or she increases the risk 
o f being involved in a crash.
Snyder and Knoblauch (1971) found that 34 percentage o f all crashes occurred after 
the pedestrian darted out into the street from  the curb or from between parked cars - and 
not at an intersection. In all o f these cases, vehicles traveling at a normal speed did not 
have time to stop after detecting the pedestrian. In contrast w ith the high frequency o f the 
m id-block " dart-out" situation, intersection dart-outs. classified as an "intersection dart" 
occurred only in a smaller portion (Snyder and Knoblauch. 1971 ).
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1.3 Overview o f  the Thesis 
An introduction and the background o f pedestrian safety in the United Stale has been 
presented in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 consists o f a review o f the literature and findings 
related to MBPC. categories o f MBPC. and human factors related to MBPC. Also, 
pedestrian crashes are investigated and possible countermeasure programs are outlined 
based on the literature review. Chapter 3 discusses the methodology proposed in the 
study including an illustration o f visualization techniques o f MBPC characteristics using 
GIS software. By combining GIS with spatial clustering algorithms, a powerful nearest 
neighbor tool was used to identify areas o f high MBPC concentration. Chapter 4 
discusses the nonparametric statistical techniques used fo r analysis and quantification of 
pedestrian crossing safety based on the hazard sites selected. Finally. Chapter 5 presents a 
summarv o f the research and gives recommendations for future efforts.
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CHPATER 2
R E V IE W  OF RELATED LITER ATUR E 
A literature review was conducted to identify pedestrian related issues and 
considerations in the context o f  the urban transportation system. These include aspects 
pertaining to pedestrian crashes, pedestrians at signalized intersections, pedestrians at 
mid-block, human factors, and elements both o f the intersection and m id-block pedestrian 
crossing systems. The effort concentrated on the pedestrian at m id-block w ithout 
crosswalk locations.
2.1 Pedestrian Crashes 
Crashes have been defined as unexpected events (Chapman, 1982) and a bane on 
society by several others. D efin ite ly, a crash causes considerable pain, suffering and 
economic loss. On a severity scale, the Nevada Department o f Transportation (N D O T) 
categorizes pedestrian crashes as fatal, injury or property damage (Nevada Department o f 
Transportation. 1992). In a fatal incident, lives are shattered or changed forever. In jury 
crashes can in flic t pain and may disable a person either temporarily or permanently.
Pedestrian crashes account fo r a sizeable number o f the total tra ffic  incidents. Garder 
reports that, in Sweden, every fourth traffic fata lity was a pedestrian (Garder. 1989). In 
the United States, it is estimated that each year approximately 5.300 pedestrian are k illed 
and 77.000 injured in collisions w ith  motor vehicles (U.S. Department o f Transportation.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
81998). 77.000 injured in collisions w ith  motor vehicles (U.S. Department o f 
Transportation. 1998). A  review o f the literature revealed that although information on 
the age o f those involved, location, and place o f the crash can be obtained, the actual 
sequence o f events leading to a crash is d ifficu lt to determine or predict. In Florida, a 
study by the Florida Department o f Transportation (FDOT) revealed that 70 percent o f all 
pedestrian collisions were found to be o f one o f the fo llow ing  types: dart out. intersection 
dash, backing up. location o f bus stops near an intersection, o r failure to yie ld  (Florida, 
Department o f Transportation, 1992). The safety engineering division o f the NDOT 
conducted a study on Las Vegas Boulevard in Las Vegas in 1992 (Nevada Department o f 
Transportation. 1992). and found that most o f the pedestrian crashes were caused by 
pedestrian errors such as jayw alking and disregarding pedestrian safety devices such as 
crosswalks and signals.
2.2 M id -B lock Pedestrian Crashes (M BPC)
Snyder and Knoblauch ( 1971 ) developed a taxonomy o f crash types developed to 
identify the circumstances under which pedestrian crashes occur - categories that describe 
the nature o f pedestrian behavior and the circumstances p rio r to the crash. They found 
that 34 percent o f all crashes occurred after the pedestrian darted out into the street from 
the curb or from between parked cars and not at an intersection. In all o f these cases, they 
concluded that, the driver, traveling at a normal rate o f speed, did not have time to stop 
after detecting the pedestrian (typ ica lly  a child). In contrast w ith  the high frequency o f 
the mid-block "dart-out" situation, intersection dart-outs, classified as an "intersection 
dart." occurred only in 9 percent o f the 2.157 crashes analyzed. Common to both types o f
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9dart-out is the very short time available to the driver to respond to the pedestrian. In the 
case o f a m id-block dart-out. the effective time to respond is further shortened because o f 
the driver's low expectancy to encounter a pedestrian there (Snyder &  Knoblauch. 1971 ).
A study in New Zealand (Keall. 1995) reported that the risk o f  a pedestrian crash was 
lowest at a marked crosswalk (Zebra crossing), was greater 50 yards from the crossing.
The Florida Pedestrian Safety Task Force conducted a study in Florida (Florida 
Department o f Transportation, 1992) in response to the alarming number o f pedestrian 
deaths and injuries. Pedestrian deaths accounted for more than 50 percent o f all traffic 
deaths. It was fe lt that complex intersection crossings forced pedestrian to cross m id­
block.
2.3 Types o f MBPC
Research based on an analysis o f pedestrian and bicyclist typologies identified four 
types o f pedestrian-motor vehicle crash related to midblock pedestrian crossings (U.S. 
Department o f Transportation. 1997). These are described briefly.
2.3.1 Multiple Threat at M idblock
In the M ultip le Threat at M idblock type o f crash, a pedestrian enters tlie traffic lane at 
midblock in front o f standing or stopped traffic and is struck by another vehicle moving 
in the same direction as the stopped tra ffic as shown in Figure 1.
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K
Source: U.S. Department o f Transportation. Federal Highway Administration. 1997 
Figure 1. M ultip le Threat Type at M id-block Crossing
2.3.2 M id-block No Conflict Present Type
In this case, the pedestrian steps into the closest travel lane and no traffic is in that 
lane or that ha lf o f the roadway. This includes those who walk across the roadway when 
no traffic is present. This type o f crossing is characterized as mid-block walk w ith tra ffic  
where conflicts are observed and behavior altered as shown in Figure 2.
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Source: U.S. Department o f Transportation. Federal H ighway Administration. 1997 
Figure 2. M id-block No C on flic t Present Type
2.3.3 Walked into Vehicle at M id-block Type
The pedestrian walks into a vehicle at a m id-b lock location. The pedestrian may have 
stepped into the travel lane and instantaneously collided w ith the vehicle or may have 
been walking in the lane prior to collid ing w ith the vehicle as shown in Figure 3.
2.3.4 M id-b lock Dash Type
At a m id-block location, the pedestrian is struck while running and the motorist's 
view o f the pedestrian is not obstructed as shown in Figure 4.
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Source: U.S. Department o f Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. 1997 
Figure 3. Walked into Vehicle at M id-block Type
Source: U.S. Department o f Transportation. Federal Highway Administration. 1997
Figure 4. M id-block Dash Type
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2.4 Human Factor Aspects 
The study o f human factors focuses on human beings and their interaction with 
products, equipment, facilities, procedures, and environments used in work and everyday 
liv ing (Sanders. 1993). In the transportation sector, human factors serves as a tool to 
examine human error which leads to crashes. Human error is an undesirable human 
behavior which has the potential fo r reducing tra ffic  safety. Sanders (1993) reported that 
approximately 85 percent o f crashes are due to human error. This section focuses on two 
most important elements o f human factors: the pedestrian and the driver.
2.4.1 Pedestrian Behavior
A m ajority o f pedestrian trips include shopping, trips to or from  work, and trips to or 
from school. The rest o f the trips comprise those undertaken fo r recreation and pleasure. 
However, in places like the resort corridors in Las Vegas. NV and other such tourist 
destinations, recreational trips generally account fo r a majority o f  the pedestrians. 
Whatever the nature o f the trip, pedestrians include individuals from every age group. As 
Chapman, et al. ( 1982) stated, pedestrian behavior research is concerned w ith the 
reactions o f pedestrians while negotiating the road environment and the variables which 
influence these reactions. Emphasis is placed on the road crossing and pedestrian 
behavior leading up to the crossing.
Among the pedestrian errors reported, "failure to look behavior before crossing" 
stands out (Obome and Levis. 1980). By fa iling to look, a pedestrian not only increases 
the risk o f in ju ry or death, but also violates tra ffic nomis and regulations. Grayson 
( 1975). in research involving ch ild  pedestrian crashes, found that not looking behavior
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prior to crossing was an important factor in many crashes - ninety percent o f  the children 
involved in crashes had not looked before crossing. The elderly have a d ifferent problem. 
They have a hard time seeing signals because o f environmental factors like rain. snow, 
fog. darkness, and glare from vehicles (Bailey et al. 1992). There also are many 
individuals who have d ifficu lty  interpreting the traffic control devices meant fo r their safe 
and efficient movement (M ullen and Driskell. 1990).
2.4.2 Driver Behavior
The driver performs tasks invo lv ing perception, judgement, decision making, 
cognition, and response. These aspects are referred to as "behavior" (Obome and Levis. 
1980).
The literature has revealed that there are three domains o f driver behavior. The first 
domain concerns affective behavior, which includes the affections, feelings, motives, 
needs, and other aspects that pertain to the goal-directedness o f people's actions. An 
example would be signaling before lane changes. The driver maintains the motive o f 
avoiding driving errors. In the absence o f this motive, the driver fails to signal.
Frequently, affective driving errors occur when conflict between motives is experienced. 
This particularly is observed when the driver is in a hurry and is speeding. The feeling o f 
wanting to be cautious and law-abiding is weakened by the urge to hurry and not to be 
too late (Obome and Levis. 1980).
The second type o f behavior is cognitive behavior. This pertains to understanding and 
includes cognitions, thoughts, reasonings and eveiy thing that pertains to decision making 
and analyzing people's actions. Tlie previously mentioned example o f signaling before 
changing lanes involves cognitive reasoning apart from motivational aspects. The driver
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processes the information by common sense and logic. More commonly observed is a 
decision made by drivers while overlooking a blind spot. Learning to make correct 
judgements in routine driv ing incidents is an important cognitive driving sk ill (Obome 
and Levis. 1980).
The third type o f driver behavior is called psychomotor behavior. This pertains to the 
individual's overt actions. It includes all experience that is mediated through sensory and 
motor channels. In the same example o f signaling before lane changes, psychomotor 
actions like eye-hand coordination, motor readiness to apply the brakes i f  necessary, and 
tw isting o f the neck to look behind occur. Some less visible endocrinal and neurologic 
changes also take place. In case o f driver error in certain cases, silent or overt 
verbalizations reflecting the emotions o f the driver are revealed (Obome and Levis.
1980).
Since behavioral aspects d iffe r from individual to  individual, there is a chance for 
unpredictability and risk in causing crashes. This is h igh ly magnified when the driver 
violates the rules o f the road or is under the influence o f alcohol or drugs. Therefore, the 
more complex the task, the greater the chance for human error. It must be emphasized 
that driver behavior is what the driver does, and not what he can do (Evans. 1991 ).
A driver who is unfam iliar w ith a locality tends to look out fo r signs, landmarks or 
other route guiders to lead him to his destination. Thus, some road design features which 
fail to match the drivers' expectations w ill puzzle and distract them, causing potential 
danger to pedestrians and other road users. (Chapman et al. 1982).
A t an intersection, the driver is required to perform a number o f tasks relating to 
judgement, cognition and perception. Not only does he have to be cautious o f the
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approaching vehicles, but he also has to yield the right-of-way to pedestrians. This is true 
in places where, in the absence o f  tra ffic  signs and at m idblock locations o f a roadway, 
the driver assumes to have the right-of-way. Stress on the other hand has significant 
effects on decision making (W ickens. 1992). The resulting stress may be an aftermath o f 
a poor night's sleep, fatigue, tension, old age. or excessive physical/mental work. It has 
been found that under conditions o f stress, decisions degrade and result in judgmental 
errors.
2.5 Pedestrian Crash Investigation Studies
A report (Puterski et al. 1999) summarized Nevada o f Transportation (NDOT) 
vehicular crash reports involving pedestrians at mid-block locations. NDOT crash reports 
for midblock pedestrian crashes in the Las Vegas metropolitan area during 1995. 1996. 
and 1997 were georeferenced, resulting in a database o f 774 useable crash reports 
involving 794 pedestrians. There were 65 fatalities among these crashes.
The results o f a study (Snyder &  Knoblauch 1971 ) indicated that two findings are 
conspicuous: first, the pedestrians are much more vulnerable than the drivers and second, 
poor choices o f street crossing location and inadequate visual search o f the roadway are 
tiie pedestrian's primary failures. A  closer look at the pedestrian and driver errors 
revealed that the most common pedestrian course errors involved increased risk taking by 
running across the street at an unexpected place or time and crossing the street against the 
traffic signal.
The absolute distribution o f the crash figures as a function o f  the time o f day is 
closely related to the vehicle and pedestrian traffic density as is shown in a study by
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Yaksich (1959). It is more interesting to break down crash figures according to time o f 
the day and other factors. In the United States o f America and in Europe, a much higher 
crash rate is observed in the winter between 4 p.m. and 8 p.m. than in the summer. Most 
probably this could be due to darkness during these hours in the w inter months. The 
combination o f darkness and p>eak hour traffic o f both vehicles and pedestrians leads to 
an increase in the pedestrian crash rate.
The same considerations hold good for the distribution o f crashes by days o f the 
week. There is a concentration o f serious crashes on weekdays (Yaksich. 1959). A 
breakdown according to gender shows differences which are partly due to the varying 
degree to which men and woman use the road on various weekdays. For children, there is 
a higher absolute risk on weekdays rather than weekends, which can be connected with 
their journey to and from school. For older pedestrians, there is also a higher crash 
frequency during weekdays.
The distribution o f pedestrian crashes according to the month o f the year shows 
varying tendencies with increasing length o f darkness. In Europe and the United States o f 
America, the highest pedestrian crash rate occurs in November and December (Yaksich.
1959). This tendency does not apply to all age groups, but especially fo r adult and older 
pedestrians. For children, the crash rate is higher in Spring and Summer.
A study by Keall. (1995) was aimed at estimating pedestrian risk o f road crash injury 
in New Zealand. Exposure measures were used to determine pedestrian injury risks by 
combining fie ld survey data and road crash data. The study reported that children 
between ages five and nine were at the highest risk, followed by teenagers between ages 
fifteen and nineteen. Males had a higher probability o f being involved in a crash than
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females. The e lderly had a greater risk o f being injured when compared to others, because 
o f their lower walking speeds and the resultant increased exposure to tra ffic  while
crossing.
Shinar. et al. ( 1978) categorized pedestrian in three categories d iffering from each 
other in their capabilities to interact w ith  the total tra ffic  system. The first category 
consists o f young children, not old enough to drive. The second and largest category 
includes people who are older and may be licensed to drive but are not in a car at a 
particular time. The last group, the elderly, who. due to old age. experience various 
problems in interacting with the tra ffic  system. Crash statistics indicate that it is persons 
in the first and last groups who are the primary victim s o f pedestrian crashes.
Harris and Christie. (1954). taking into account changes in vehicle and pedestrian 
flow, found that darkness has the effect o f m ultip lying adult pedestrian casualty rate by 
three, and adult pedestrian fatality rate by six. V is ib ility  conditions seem to influence 
crash consequences. Yaksich. (1959) showed that 70 percent o f all pedestrian crashes 
occur during daylight, yet only 43 percent o f all fatal pedestrian crashes occur during 
daylight. A  pedestrian crash occurring during darkness has a higher probability o f being 
fatal than a crash during daylight. A  further breakdown according to gender shows that 
during darkness men are considerably more frequently involved in pedestrian crashes 
than woman did. Probably it is because that male pedestrian volume is most likely higher 
than female during night hours.
Information on the relationship between alcohol and pedestrian crashes can be found 
from the analysis o f crash statistics such as made by Yaksich ( 1960). In his investigation
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on pedestrian crashes in Washington he concludes: "A lcohol is an increasingly more 
important contributing factor to pedestrian fatalities."
W itkow ski. (1988) demonstrated that based on an analysis o f pedestrian crash records 
fo r 556 crashes that occurred w ith in  the incorporated city lim its o f Tucson. Arizona, for 
the three years period from 1982 through 1984. over 88 percent o f all crashes had either a 
commercial-or-financial or a residential land use on at least one side o f the roadway. 29 
percent and 19.4 percent o f crashes occurred w ith commercial-or-financial and residential 
land use on both sides o f the roadway, respectively. Both land use categories have been 
associated w ith a high level o f pedestrian activity.
2.6 Countermeasure Programs 
Countermeasures attempt to improve road user safety through the effects o f 
education, legislation, and changes in the road environment (Chapman. 1982). It has been 
reported that most pedestrians perform the act o f crossing based on information from 
their experience. This includes information from countermeasure programs. Education is 
one o f the important countermeasures fo r changing the behavior and attitudes o f people 
in a positive manner. The media can be a very useful tool in this regard.
The Nevada Department o f M otor Vehicles and Public Safety. O ffice o f Traffic  
Safety (GTS), launched a new pedestrian safety campaign. Pedestricm Safety is a Two- 
Way Street, in Clark County. Nevada in February 1996 (Walkable Communities. 1996). 
Public education campaigns were aimed at both the motorists and the pedestrians. Issues 
to increase the awareness about the legal aspects, as well as common sense, rules o f 
sharing the road, were discussed. Some o f the solutions to mitigate pedestrian crashes
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included expanded law enforcement efforts and the development o f appropriate 
engineering solutions.
T ra ffic  safety officia ls in Clark County. Nevada feel that wide arterial streets, faint 
pavement markings, and high vehicle speeds at curves affect pedestrians. Suggested 
m itigation measures include construction o f designated crosswalk areas fo r pedestrians, 
channelization, refuge islands, and medians. The design o f traffic signals to suit 
pedestrians is also recommended. Plans to improve awareness o f the existing facilities 
include safety education programs and information on bus kiosks.
As part o f a test o f a variety o f countermeasures, median fence barriers were installed 
at two sites (Washington. D C., w ith a 4-foot-high fence, and New York C ity, w ith a 6- 
foot-high fence). One site had two gaps at intersecting minor streets. A fter installation o f 
the barrier, most o f the pedestrians (61 percent) identified the barrier as the reason for 
using the crosswalk. When asked whether the barrier affected the manner in which they 
crossed the street. 48 percent indicated the only effect was forcing them to cross at the 
intersection (Office o f Technology Applications. 1991 ).
Pedestrian barrier fences were installed along 18 sections o f road in Tokyo. Crashes 
were analyzed before and after the installation. Crashes related to the crossing pedestrians 
were reduced by nearly 20 percent (O ffice o f Technology Applications. 1991 ).
Safety or refuge islands are sometimes constructed between opposing directions o f 
tra ffic or w ithin an intersection fo r use by pedestrians when crossing wide or busy streets. 
They are often used at sites where pedestrians are not provided with adequate time to 
completely cross wide intersections during one o f the traffic signal cycle W A L K  phase.
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Safety islands perm it pedestrians to look fo r approaching tra ffic  from only one direction 
at a time.
Many dart-out crashes result from visual obstructions due to vehicles parked along 
the curb. Restricting curb parking near intersections and mid-bock crossing locations can 
reduce visual obstructions and improve pedestrian safety (O ffice o f Technology 
Applications. 1991 ).
Marked crosswalks are intended to do two things: 1. Indicate a location fo r drivers to 
pay attention to pedestrians: and 2. Mark a location fo r pedestrians to cross the street, 
rather than crossing anywhere. Marking a crosswalk does not always improve safety for 
pedestrians, and considerable disagreement and controversy exists on whether marking 
crosswalks improves or reduces pedestrian safety. There are clearly certain locations 
where large pedestrian volumes cross at low-speed signalized intersections or at school 
crossing locations controlled by crossing guards. Marked crosswalks may present a false 
sense o f security to pedestrians at other location types and be harmful to pedestrian 
safety, such as at uncontrolled mid-block crossings w ith  high-vehicle speeds and limited 
sight distance (O ffice o f Technology Applications. 1991 ).
Conversion from two-way to one-way street systems has consistently been found to 
reduce pedestrian crashes based on studies in U.S. and Canadian cities (Office o f 
Technology Applications. 1991 ). One-way streets s im p lify  crossings for pedestrians, who 
must look for tra ffic  in only one direction. Motorists can pay more attention to 
pedestrians, since they do not need to worry about oncoming traffic. However, traffic 
circulation in a broad area must be carefully considered before such conversion.
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W ell-lighted streets may help pedestrians, since drivers can more readily avoid 
crashes w ith pedestrians when they can see them early enough to stop on time. A lthough 
installation o f roadway lighting is relatively expensive, it may be justified  in areas w ith 
high nighttime pedestrian activity.
Buses stopped on the near side o f intersections may severely block the pedestrian’s 
view o f approaching tra ffic , and the approaching driver's view o f pedestrians. 
Approaching motorists are often unable to stop when a pedestrian steps out into tra ffic 
from around the front end o f a bus. Relocation o f  a transit or school bus stop to the far 
side o f an intersection can improve pedestrian safety because it eliminates the sight 
restriction posed by the bus. The use o f bus turnouts can also help in this regard.
Pedestrian overpasses and underpasses allow  for the free, uninterrupted flo w  o f 
pedestrians, separate from vehicular traffic. The effectiveness o f pedestrian overpasses 
depends largely on the amount o f use by pedestrians. Because o f their high cost, 
installations o f grade-separated crossings are most feasible at locations w ith one or more 
o f the fo llow ing characteristics: I . High-vehicle speed and/or traffic volumes, particularly 
near elementary schools. 2. W ide roadways, such as freeways. 3. Areas o f extreme hazard 
to pedestrians. In many locations, high fences or other barriers need to be placed along 
the roadway edge to channel pedestrians onto the overpass and prevent at-grade 
crossings. However, this strategy imposes added burden on the pedestrians.
Beckwith (1998) found that the use o f passive detection methods to activate 
supplemental warning devices at unsignalized crossings or even replace push buttons at 
signalized pedestrian crossings is another alternative to help increase crossing safety for
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both motorists and pedestrians. Test sites such as the one being developed fo r the C ity  o f 
Camas. Washington help to continue the development o f new ideas and equipment that 
can provide safer and more efficient transportation facilities fo r all modes o f travel.
The Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Research Program focuses on identifying problem 
areas for pedestrians and bicycles, developing analysis tools that allow planners and 
engineers to better understand and target these problem areas, and evaluating 
countermeasures to reduce the number o f crashes involving pedestrians and bicycles. One 
o f the solutions that could be used fo r m id-block pedestrian crossing is In-Pavement 
Lighting that is being used at crosswalks to alert motorists to the presence o f a pedestrian 
crossing or preparing to cross the street (Tumer-Fairbank Highway Research Center. 
1999).
2.7 Summary
.Most o f the previous studies discuss factors potentially resulting in MBPC. and many 
kinds o f countermeasures proposed or under test for real world projects. However, one o f 
the major lim itations faced by transportation analysts is the lack o f a standard procedure 
to implement the analysis o f MBPC specifically. Since the MBPC involves many 
independent or interactive factors making the situation really complex, a good 
computerized tool or system which provides visualization tools is critical and 
immediately needed. The objective o f this research is specifically to develop such a 
program to facilitate quantifying the spatial and temporal distribution o f MBPC. 
statistically evaluate pedestrians crossing safety and communicate results effectively.
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Previous studies were reviewed to identify the factors affecting MBPC and to identify 
key variables that could be used in the procedure to identify MBPC characteristics o f 
urban areas.
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CHAPTER 3 
M ETHODOLOGY
in order to develop a systems methodology, general statistical tools, visualization 
techniques w ith GIS software, applications integrated with spatial clustering techniques 
and nearest neighbor method are adopted to implement analysis o f a complex situation 
such as m id-block pedestrian crossing safety. These are discussed next.
3.1 General Statistical Methods 
The methodology o f statistical inference serves as a tool fo r making inferences, or 
probable conclusions, about the population (or process) by analysis o f a sample. T liis  is 
accomplished by the statistical methods o f estimation theory or hypothesis testing. In 
estimation theory, the sample is analyzed to provide estimates o f the population 
parameters (e.g.. the mean and variance), and to quantify the precision o f these estimates; 
estimation theory also specifies sample size requirements to meet the desired precision 
goals. In hypothesis testing, the sample is analyzed to provide population parameter 
estimates, compare these to pre-stated hypothesized values, and supply measures o f 
discrepancy between the two; hypotliesis testing also supplies sample size requirements 
to meet specified error lim its  in measuring the discrepancy (S ch iff and D'Agostino.
1996).
25
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3.2 Visualization Methods 
Visualization methods provide means o f effectively presenting data, and this 
currently is an active research area. V isualization techniques must be developed that 
work fo r the query-retrieve-display and navigation-through-data scenarios, as well as 
guidelines for when to apply either method. In a related area, the upper lim it on the 
number o f data objects presentable on one display screen w ill have contributions from 
both the granularity and codings o f the data objects along w ith the lim its due to human 
perception. Thus, adequate visualization methods are required to present varying 
resolutions o f a data set. The entire result space m ight be too large to present, so a means 
o f abstracting the visual representation is necessary. The user m ight only be interested in 
only relevant portions o f the output, so subsets o f  the results only need be displayed 
(Berson &  Smith, 1997).
3.3 Data Preparation 
Data related to pedestrian crashes were stored in digital format using computer 
software. Geographic Information System software (GIS) is currently a very popular and 
a powerful tool that can be used to create a template to store, manage and analyze data 
and to develop an appropriate interface.
3.3.1 Geographic Information System (GIS) Applications
The use o f geographic information systems (GIS) has grown dramatically since the 
1980s. It has gained acceptance by business, government, and academia for many diverse 
applications. Consequently many definitions o f  GIS have developed. A GIS. in its 
broadest sense, is any set o f procedures, which may be manual or computer based, that
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may be used to store and manipulate geographically referenced data. However, the term. 
GIS, is generally used to refer to a computer based information system designed to allow 
users to collect, store, manage, analyze and display the results o f spatial analyses o f 
geographically referenced data. The term GIS for Transportation (GIS T ) is used to refer 
to applications o f GIS programs specifically fo r transportation purposes (Aronoff. 1989)
A GIS is an organized collection o f  computer hardware, software, geographic data, 
and personnel designed to e ffic iently  capture, store, update, manipulate, analyze, and 
display all forms o f geographically referenced information. GIS can also be viewed as an 
analytical tool that is a combination o f  an information system and spatial analysis tools 
w ith graphical display capabilities. A  major advantage o f a GIS is that it facilitates the 
visualization and identification o f spatial relationships. A typical GIS includes a database. 
The relational database concept is central to a GIS and it is the main difference between a 
GIS and any other mapping system which can only produce good graphic output.
Database systems provide the means o f storing a wide range o f information and updating 
them without the need to rewrite programs. These capabilities o f a GIS together enable 
spatially referenced information to be created and used in a completely different context 
than their initial form. Their ch ief characteristic is the location o f data through geocoding 
geographic data represented as points, lines and areas in print form. They are coded using 
symbols, textures and colors that are explained in the map legend or accompanying text. 
This documentation constituted the geographic database. Figure 5 shows the components 
o f a GIS (Environmental Systems Research Institute. 1995).
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Source: Environmental Systems Research Institute. 1995
Figure 5. Components o f A  GIS
3.3.2 GIS Software
ARC INFO is a set o f automated GIS software (Environmental Systems Research 
Institute. 1995). In ARC/INFO. ARC handles the spatial referencing o f the features, 
while the INFO component handles the feature description database and how each feature 
is related to others. Within ARC INFO there are different modules including AR C ED IT. 
ARCPLOT. INFO. NETWORK. A N D  D A T A  CONVERSION. Each o f these modules 
has its unique capability in performing certain tasks. In digital maps, spatial relationships 
among different features such as points, arcs and polygons are depicted using topology. 
The three major topological concepts o f ARC INFO are connectivity, area defin ition, and 
contiguity (Environmental Systems Research Institute. 1995).
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Connectivity is the topological identification o f the set o f arcs that connect at each 
node. Connectivity w ithin a linear network is defined by recording the from-node number 
and to-node number for each arc. Thus, arcs that share a common node are connected.
Area definition is a closed figure (polygon) bounded by one or more arc features that 
enclose a homogeneous area. Examples o f  area features are states, counties, lakes, land 
use areas, and census tracts.
C ontiguity is the topological identification o f adjacent polygons by recording the left 
and right polygons o f each arc.
3.3.3 Crash Database
The Nevada Department o f  Transportation (NDO T) maintains a comprehensive 
database o f crash data for the State o f Nevada. The database contains records for all 
crashes recorded by a law enforcement o ffice r in Nevada. There are approximately 90 
different attributes for each crash. They include information on the location o f the crash, 
when and under what conditions each crash occurred, certain roadway characteristics, 
driver and pedestrian characteristics, in ju ry information, and data about the vehicles 
involved. For this thesis, these data fo r Clark County were filtered to produce a set o f 
useable records fo r analysis. The main requirement was that locational information had to 
be adequate for georeferencing. Not all MBPCs could be georeferenced. Consequently, 
there may be a slight variation in totals used by other reports fo r other purposes.
The definition o f M id-B lock Pedestrian Crashes (MBPCs) used in this study is based 
on specific NDO T Crash Database attributes and their codes (Puterski et al. 1999). The 
basic selection criteria utilized codes from the "Pedestrian Action" attribute. Codes used 
for the query relevant w ith this study were:
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5 -  crossing -  not an intersection
6 -  coming from behind parked cars
19 -  ran into roadway
Locational information in the raw data is in the form  o f a distance reference to the 
nearest intersection or milepost. The spatial analysis required assigning X. Y  coordinate 
pairs to each crash. This was accomplished using a combination o f tools available w ithin 
ARC INFO software. The process involved several iterative steps. The software precisely 
calculated the point location by tracing along the candidate link the reported distance 
from the intersection (Puterski. et al. 1999).
The total number o f data records used in this study thus represents a filtered sample 
o f all crash records. For example. 358 mid-block pedestrian crashes were identified for 
1996. A fte r filtering these data for use in this study. 288 (80%) were useable. For the 
three-year period 1995-1997. a final set o f 774 useable M id-B lock Pedestrian Crash 
records was produced from a total o f 1033 (75%).
3.4 General MBPC Characteristics Analysis
Several MBPC characteristics directly related to pedestrian crossing safety are 
analyzed in this section.
3.4.1 Distance from Nearest Intersection
The initia l analysis o f crashes occurring "not at an intersection or marked crosswalk" 
examined the distance o f crashes from the nearest intersection as identified in the N DO T 
database. These are summarized in the form o f histograms, in Figures 6 and 7, and in 
accompanying Table 2. The geocoded locations are based on distance from the cross
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streets or mileposts reported in tlie NDOT database. These are subsequently referred to as 
the primary intersections and the primary distance.
Frequency of Mid-Block Pedestrian Crashes 
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Figure 6. Frequency Distribution o f M id-B lock Crashes and Distance to Nearest
Intersection
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Cumulative Frequency of Mid-Block Pedestrian Crashes 
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Figure 7. Cumulative Frequency o f M id-B lock Crashes and Distance to Nearest
Intersection
Table 2 Crash Distance to Nearest Intersection
Statistic (Feet)
Mean 258.5












An analysis o f the distance distribution for 774 m id-block pedestrian crash reports 
from 1995 through 1997 clearly shows one very prominent spike along a skewed
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distribution curve. The curve exhibits a high positive skewness, 3.7. The distribution 
begins w ith a generally normal curve followed by a very long tail o f increasingly large 
distances from the nearest intersection. This is reflected by the large standard deviation in 
the distance measures. The spike peaks at the 150-foot distance, and results in a very high 
kurtosis value o f 17.9. Closer examination o f this reveals that at between 135 feet and 
165 feet there were 136 crashes w ith 96 reported at exactly 150 feet. This represents 
approximately 18% o f all m id-block pedestrian crashes. A  discussion w ith the Las Vegas 
Metropolitan Police Department's (LV M P D ) Crime Analysis D ivision and T ra ffic  
D ivision officers indicated that this appears to be a valid p>ercentage. The LV M P D  
attributes this to the high number o f comer strip mall driveways occurring at this distance 
due to subdivision regulations regarding the m inimum distance from comers to driveway 
access points.
3.4.2 Temporal Characteristics
The exploration o f time w ith respect to mid-block pedestrian crashes reveals some 
general trends. Figure 8 shows that the highest number o f these crashes occurs in the 
early evening, particularly late in the week. These are also shown in Table 3. The overall 
peak is on Fridays from 5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. The next largest concentrations are during 
the same hours throughout the week, starting as early as 3:00 p.m. on Thursdays. This is 
potentially related to two factors: One is the daylight condition. From 5:00 p.m. to 6:00 
p.m. is the time before the sunset. A t this particular time, there is a lower contrast 
between objects and their background. T liis results in the driver needing a larger reaction 
time to maneuver when a pedestrian crosses the street suddenly. The other factor is that 
people get o f f  from work or school at this time period so that there is more travel
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occurring, both vehicular and pedestrian, especially on Friday evenings when the vehicle 
and pedestrian traffic are highest. There also is another period o f concentration. Friday 
and Saturday evenings from 8:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. This probably results from 
recreational activities, and high pedestrian volumes in the resort corridor ("the strip").
Cumulative Pedestrian Mid-Block Crashes, 1995-1997
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Figure 8. Temporal Distribution o f MBPC
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Table 3. Temporal Distribution o f M id-block Pedestrian Crashes. 1995-1997
Sum o f 
Crashes 
Hour Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Grand
Total
0 4 6 4 1 5 4 24
I 4 4 1 1 3 2 15
2 1 1 3 1 2 1 9
3 4 2 1 1 1 9
4 2 1 1 1 4 9
5 1 1 1 1 4
6 1 1 3 2 2 2 11
7 1 3 5 2 6 5 1 23
8 1 4 4 2 4 15
9 2 2 1 2 3 3 6 19
10 2 5 1 3 2 2 15
11 5 4 2 3 4 4 22
12 3 3 3 4 10 2 6 31
13 3 5 4 4 10 11 37
14 4 4 8 8 9 7 6 46
15 2 7 3 3 13 9 1 1 48
16 6 10 9 6 1 1 11 4 57
17 14 10 12 11 14 19 14 94
18 1 1 10 14 9 12 15 4 75
19 6 5 1 1 10 6 8 5 51
20 8 4 7 5 5 11 9 49
21 4 7 4 2 5 8 12 42
22 4 7 5 5 4 5 7 37
23 2 7 4 2 2 6 9 32
Grand Total 95 108 104 94 114 138 121 774
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Figure 9 shows a slight variation in the number o f crashes by month, w ith a range 
from 50 to 76 (three-year totals) and average 64.5 pedestrian crashes, w ith a standard 
deviation o f 9 and a 95% confidence level. The month o f May had the fewest MBPCs.
50. while March had the most w ith  76. The summer months o f July and August had 
three-year totals o f 57 and 52 respectively. These are typically the hottest months, w ith a 
potential fo r local residents to be away on vacation and fewer people walking in the hot 
sun and longer daylight hours. December also had a high total with 74. It is probably 
related to the vacation season and shorter daylight hours.
Figures 10, 11, and 12 portray the m id-b lock pedestrian hourly crash data by each 
month. Figure 10 illustrates the w inter months. December has its peak days at the 
beginning o f the week. The summer months are illustrated in Figure 11 and the transition 
months in Figure 12.
Total MBPCs By Month. 1995-1997
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Figure 9 M id-B lock Pedestrian Crashes by Month
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Figure 10. Temporal D istribution o f MBPC. 1995-1997. W inter Months
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3.4.3 Age and Gender Distributions in MBPCs
Table 4 summarizes several o f the characteristics o f the pedestrian crash victims in 
MBPCs. A ll reported pedestrians include the 20 other pedestrians recorded in the N D O T 
database as "Pedestrian Number Tw o". The database is not designed to contain 
information fo r more than two pedestrians per crash. Summary detailed statistics are 
presented fo r all pedestrians w ithout classifying one as primary. Invalid records are not 
used in the summary statistics, so totals may not sum to the total record count. For 
example, when age is unknown it is reported as 99. W hile these individuals can be used 
in some analyses, it is inappropriate to use these records fo r computing age statistics. 
S im ilarly, total persons include the 5 individuals fo r whom no gender was reported.
Table 4. Pedestrian A  se and Gender Characteristics
Primary Percent - % 





Percent - % or 
Standard 
Deviation -[ ]
Total Number 774 794
Total w ith Valid  Age 736 753
Total Adults 499 66%
Total Under Age 18 254 34%
Mean Age 31 [21] 31 [21]
Median A  se 29 29
Count by Gender M - 524 68% 531 68%
F - 241 32% 253 32%
Mean Age by Gender M - 31 [22] 31 [20]
F - 32 [20] 31 [22]
Approximately 68.0 percent o f all pedestrians involved in m id-block crashes are 
male. The Nevada State Demographer's o ffice estimated the 1997 population o f Clark 
County at 1.192.200 w ith the proportion o f males at 50.4% (Nevada State Data Center.
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1999). Thus, the proportion o f males involved in MBPCs appears to exceed the 
proportion o f the males in the general population. This was tested statistically as follows. 
Let Pn = the proportion o f males in the general population.
P  = the proportion o f males involved in MBPCs.
N = the sample size.
The null hypothesis is: //o  : The proportion o f males involved in MBPCs is the same 
as the proportion o f males in the general population, i.e.. P = P ^ .
The alternative hypothesis is: / / ,  : The proportion o f males involved in MBPCs is 
greater than the proportion o f males in the general population, i.e.. P  >  P^.
The equation for Z statistical test is shown in equation ( 1 ).
P  -  P.
Z  = 0 . . . ( I )
V N
For =0.504. P  =0.68 and N=774. the value of Z-statistic for the test / /^  : P = P q
vs. / / ,  : P > P n  is Z=9.83. w ith a P-value less than 0.001 (very small number). The P-
value is obtained from the Normal D istribution table found in any standard statistical 
reference (Schiff and D'.Agostino. 1996). The P-value is used to reach a decision at an 
acceptable error rate a  . I f  the computed P-value is less than the acceptable error rate (in 
this thesis, the acceptable error rate is a  =0.05 or 5 percent), then the null hypothesis is 
rejected, and the alternate hypothesis is accepted. So it can be concluded that the 
proportion o f male pedestrians involved in mid-block crashes exceeds the proportion of 
males in the general population.
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For all pedestrians, the mean age is 31 and the median age is 29 years. The standard 
deviation o f the age is large, approximately 21 years. The mean age fo r both males and 
females is also in the early 30s. indicating there may be no differences w ith respect to age 
versus gender.
The cumulative frequency graph (Figure 14) indicates a nearly perfect linear trend in 
total m id-block pedestrian crashes by age. Approximately 34% o f all m id-block 
pedestrian crashes involve persons under the age o f 18 (Table 4 and Figure 13) where the 
population under age 18 is 31 % o f the total. This difference was tested statistically as 
follows.
Let 7’o-is= Proportion o f  children (under the age o f 18 years) in the general population.
P _i^= Proportion o f children (under the age o f 18 years) involved in MBPC.
Null hypothesis: / / „  : P =
Alternative hypothesis: H  P
For number o f observations. N = 794. P =0.31. and P(,_,x =0.34.
Z-statistic = 1.83 
P-value = 0.034. reject / / „ .
Therefore, it can be concluded that proportion o f children (under the age o f 18 years) 
involved in MBPC exceeds that o f the proportion o f children in the general population.
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Figure 13. Frequency o f M id-B lock Pedestrian Crashes by Age
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3.4.4 L ight Condition
The data were analyzed for relationships to the reported light condition. For each 
crash an attribute exists indicating whether the crash occurred during daylight hours or 
darkness. Approximately 57% o f all MBPCs occur during daylight hours (Table 5). As 
previously noted, most o f these happen in late afternoon and early evening. A  difference 
can be seen in the percentages o f males and females involved in daylight versus nighttime 
crashes. For males, approximately 45% o f all m id-block pedestrian crashes occur during 
darkness hours, whereas for females, this is 40%.
Let P,„ = Proportion o f females involved in MBPCs during darkness.
P„„, = Proportion o f males involved in MBPCs during darkness.
The null hypothesis is: H^ : The proportion o f males involved in MBPCs is the same 
as the proportion o f females involved in MBPCs during darkness, i.e., P„,„ =  P,„ ■
The alternative hypothesis is: 7/, : The proportion o f males involved in MBPCs 
during darkness is greater than the proportion o f females involved in MBPCs during 
darkness, i.e.. .
For number o f observations N = 794. P„,„ =0.45. =0.40
Z-statistic = 2.83.
P-value=0.002. reject 7/,,.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the proportion o f males involved in MBPCs under 
darkness exceeds that o f the proportion o f females involved in MBPCs under darkness.
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Table 5. Light Conditions for MBPCs
Light Condition A ll Hours Day Light Darkness
Number % # % # %
Total Number MBPCs 774 100% 438 57% 336 43%
.Males 531 68% 290 55% 241 45%
Females 253 32% 153 60% 100 40%
Total Persons 794 100% 448 56% 346 44%
Adult Males 344 69% 145 42% 199 58%
Adult Females 153 31% 77 50% 76 50%
Total Adults 499 100% 223 45% 276 55%
.Males Under Age 18 157 63% 126 80% 31 20%
Females Under Age 18 94 37% 72 77% 22 23%
Total Persons Under 254 100% 201 79% 53 21%
Age 1 8
I f  children are filtered out and only the adult population is examined, there is an even 
split in the number o f females between daylight and dark light conditions.
For males. 58% o f the adult males involved in m id-block crashes occurs during hours 
o f darkness.
Let = Proportion o f males involved in MBPC under darkness.
= Proportion o f males involved in MBPCs in daylight.
The null hypothesis is: / / „ :  The proportion o f males involved in MBPCs under 
darkness is the same as the proportion o f males involved in MBPCs in daylight. i.e..
P = Pn u !  n i n
The alternative hypothesis is: / / ,  : The proportion o f males involved in MBPCs under 
darkness is greater than the proportion o f males involved in MBPCs in daylight, i.e..
P > P‘  n u l  '  , t w  '
For number o f observ ations N =344.
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Z-statistic = 6.01. P-value<0.001. reject .
Therefore, it can be concluded that a significant m a jority  (58%) o f the adult males 
involved in MBPCs are during hours o f darkness. This probably directly relates to a 
reduction in females traveling during hours o f darkness.
As might be expected, the vast majority o f crashes invo lving children (individuals 
under 18 years o f age) (79%) occur in daylight hours.
The null hypothesis is The proportion o f male children ( =63%) involved in
MBPCs is the same as the proportion o f male adults ( =69%) involved in MBPCs.
' G -C  = c .
The alternative hypothesis is / / ,  : The proportion o f  male children involved in 
MBPCs is d ifferent from the proportion o f male adults involved in MPBCs. i.e..
For number o f observations N =254. =0.63. P„^ =0.69.
Z-statistic = 2.51. P-value = 0.060*2=0.12. accept the / / „  .
Therefore, it can be concluded that the percentage o f male vs. female children is almost 
identical w ith  that o f the percentage o f adult population.
3.4.5 Alcohol or Drug Use Related MBPC
Crashes related to alcohol or drugs are a concern everywhere. The Table 6 and Table 
7 summarize these statistics for pedestrian crashes and a ll crashes on roadways in Clark 
County. The defin ition  o f alcohol or drug use related as used in this study includes any 
individual or driver that meets one o f the fo llow ing N D O T codes for a MBPC:
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Pedestrian Alcohol Involvement
•  (02) Had been drinking -  under the influence
•  (03) Had been drinking -  not under the influence
• (04) Had been drinking -  influence not known
• (06) Under influence o f drugs
Driver Condition (vehicle l o r  2)
•  (01) Legally drunk -  blood alcohol over 0.10
•  (02) Under the influence o f  drugs
•  (03) A b ility  impaired -  blood alcohol 0.05 and over
•  (06) Not known whether impaired -  had been drinking impairment 
unknown
• (07) Blood alcohol test pending 
Contributing Factor (vehicle 1 or 2)
•  (01 ) D.U.I. A lcohol -  c itation issued
• (36) D.U.I. - drugs
Table 6. L ight Conditions and A lcohol Involvement in Crashes
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Table 7. M id-B lock Pedestrian Fatalities
Total MBPC Crashes 774
Total A lcohol Related 171
M BPC crashes ^_______ ____________________
MBPC Fatalities 65 8% (O f all 774 MBPCs)
Alcohol Related MBPC 26 40% (O f all 65 MBPC fatalities)
Fatalities _  ________
 __  15% (O f the 171 MBPCs invo lving alcohol)
Alcohol Related MBPC 22 85% (O f the 26 MBPC fatalities involving
Fatalities when Dark alcohol)
Pedestrian alcohol involvement is only reported for the primary pedestrian, whereas 
driver condition is reported for all drivers fo r whom detailed statistics are reported. Only 
11 percent o f  the primary pedestrians had been drinking or under the influence. The 
average age o f the males involved in alcohol related MBPCs is 41 years, somewhat 
higher than the average age o f 32 years for a ll MBPCs. The female average age for 
alcohol related MBPCs is also higher, at 35 years vs. 31 years for all MBPCs. The higher 
average ages are the result o f the lower likelihood o f children having consumed alcohol. 
Males account for 84% o f D U l related in MBPCs. Females account fo r 16% o f D U I 
related in MBPCs.
Let , = Proportion o f males under the influence involved in MBPCs.
P, y = Proportion o f females under the influence involved in MBPCs.
The null hypothesis is: / / „ :  The proportion o f males under the influence involved in 
MBPCs is the same as the proportion o f females under influence involved in MBPCs. i.e..
P  =  P‘ ' or/ ‘ ri -nn ■
The alternative hypothesis is: 77, : The proportion o f males D U I related MBPCs is 
greater than the proportion o f females D UI related MBPCs. i.e.. 7*, > 7*„,_o,,.
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For number o f observ ations N = 171. , =0.84. P,.o, ,=0.16
Z-statistic = 24.26. P-value<0.001. reject / / q .
Therefore, it can be concluded that the percentage o f male DUI related M BPC 
exceeds that o f female percentage o f DUT related MBPC.
Either driver or pedestrian DUI related MBPCs is 22.1 % and percentage o f D U I 
related crashes in total crashes is 6%.
Let r = Proportion o f either driver or pedestrian D U I related in MBPCs.
Pr-Di I = Proportion o f DUI related in total crashes.
The null hypothesis is: : The proportion o f either driver or pedestrian under the
influence involved in MBPCs is the same as the proportion o f DUI involvement in all 
crashes, i.e.. Pj^pri ~  Pjp-ot i •
The alternative hypothesis is: / / ,  : The proportion o f either driver or pedestrian DUI 
involved MBPCs is greater than the proportion o f  D U I related in all crashes, i.e.. P > P ^ .
For number o f observations N = 171.
Z-statistic = 8.86. P-value<0.001. reject / / „  .
Therefore, it can be concluded that the proportion o f either driver or pedestrian DUI 
related in MBPCs exceeds the proportion o f D U I related in all vehicular crashes.
The relationship o f light conditions and alcohol involvement is in marked contrast to 
the statistics reported earlier in this study. For all reported motor vehicle crashes o f any 
type (including non-pedestrian), only 38 out o f 438 (99c) are alcohol related, whereas 171 
out o f 774 (22%) o f all MBPCs are alcohol related, a rate approximately two and one-half 
times greater. Approximately 4 out o f 10 (43%) o f all MBPCs occurred during hours o f
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darkness. However, o f those where either the pedestrian or driver are under the influence, 
this statistic doubles to almost 8 out o f  10 (78%) occurring during hours o f darkness 
(Table 6).
Let P y = Proportion o f alcohol related MBPCs during darkness.
P\mrx -d = Proportion o f all MBPCs during darkness.
The null hypothesis is: H^  : The proportion o f alcohol related MBPCs druing
darkness is the same as the proportion o f all MBPCs during darkness, i.e.. Ps,bpc-j ^ P..-J ■
The alternative hypothesis is: H  ^ : The proportion o f alcohol related MBPCs during
darkness is greater than the proportion o f all MBPCs during darkness, i.e.. Psmrc-d^ Pa-j ■
For number o f observations N = 774, P^wpc-d =0.78, P^_j =0.43,
Z-statistic = 12.09, P-value<G.OGl, reject H .
Therefore, it can be concluded that the proportion o f D U I related MBPCs during 
darkness exceeds the proportion o f MBPCs in all crashes during darkness. It can be 
concluded that alcohol consumption is a factor in MBPCs both in daylight and darkness, 
but particularly during the hours o f darkness.
40% o f MBPCs in darkness involved DUT compared w ith  9% o f DUI involved 
MBPCs during daylight hours.
Let P -,/ = Proportion o f DUT related MBPCs in darkness.
P „«/.( -/ = Proportion o f D U I related MBPCs during daylight.
The null hypothesis is: 7/^ : The proportion o f D UI related MBPCs in darkness is the 
same as the proportion o f D U I related MBPCs during daylight, i.e.. P„^m b p c P„-MBPc-d ■
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The alternative hypothesis is: 77, : The proportion o f D U I related MBPCs in darkness 
is greater than the proportion o f DUT related MBPCs during daylight, i.e..
P  ~> P
‘  <• -  M B P C - I  ‘ ^ a - M B P C - d  '
For number o f observations N = 171.
Z-statistic = 14.17. P-value<0.001. reject H^ .
Therefore, it can be concluded that the proportion o f D U I related MBPCs in darkness 
exceeds the proportion o f D U I related MBPCs during daylight. It can be concluded that 
the alcohol related MBPCs are more like ly to occur during hours o f darkness than during 
daylight hours.
3.4.6 Fatalities
A further examination o f the 774 m id-block pedestrian crashes reveals that 65 or 
approximately 8% were coded as fatalities as shown in Table 7. O f the fatal crashes. 26 
(40%) were coded as being alcohol related. 85% o f these alcohol related MBPCs 
occurred during the hour o f darkness. For the 171 total alcohol related MBPCs. these 26 
fatalities represent 15% o f all alcohol related crashes shown in Table 7.
By comparing to MBPCs involving D U I with all DUI related crashes. 26 out o f 65 
(40% ) were fatalities and on ly 103 out o f 412 (25%) were fatalities shown as in Table 8. 
Let P  = Proportion o f alcohol related MBPCs.
Pj 1)11 = Proportion o f all D U I related crashes.
The null hypothesis is: 77„ : The proportion o f DUI related MBPCs is the same as the 
proportion o f all D U I related crashes, i.e., Pp.pi , ^P^smpc ■
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The alternative hypothesis is; : The proportion o f D U I related MBPCs is greater 
than the proportion o f all D U I related crashes, i.e.. /V-oc/ '^P^-mbpc ■
For number o f observations N = 412.
Z-statistic = 7.03. P-value<0.001. reject / / q.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the proportion o f D U I related MBPCs exceeds the 
proportion o f all D U I related crashes.
Table 8 Comparison o f D U I Related Crashes
Total #  o f Crashes D U I Related Fatalities
Total D U I % o f D U I
MBPC 774 171 65 26 40%
All Types o f  Crashes 166.000 10.168 412 103 25%
3.5 Data Visualization 
Data visualization is a captivating field that transcends traditional computing 
disciplines by creating visual imagery with scientific data. The production o f images 
having artistic and scientific merit is important fo r understanding and explaining 
phenomena, and motivating further research activity. W hile visualization seems central 
because it directly affects our perception, it is just one component o f data exploration. 
Data-centric visualization is necessary to allow researchers to interact with data aided by 
visualization. Data-centric visualization places data at the cornerstone o f software system 
development. Data undergo many transformations from a raw state to a displayed state. 
These transformations, or fundamental data operations, must be presented at the user 
interface, and include data storage, selection, and access (Berson. &  Smith. 1997).
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3.5.1 Arc V iew  Software
ArcV iew  is a powerful CIS software tool that brings geographic information to the 
desktop. A rcV iew  gives analyst the power to visualize data together w ith existing 
geographic database and explore it in a different way. ArcV iew  opens up the world o f 
geographic information to researchers through a simple and intuitive user interface. 
Power tools in A rcV iew  can help perform sophisticated queries, explore extensive areas 
o f geography, merge PC and workstation geographic databases and produce high quality, 
fu ll color maps (Environmental Systems Research Institute. Inc.. 1996)
A  spatial database may contain information about natural phenomena, man-made 
features, boundaries, ownership, etc. A rcV iew  is a software tool that creates an 
environment to facilitate the display and query the contents o f a spatial database and 
explore the database, display all or part o f its contents, ask questions, display or save 
results, and pass information or graphics to other applications. A  "v iew " contains all the 
information A rcV iew  needs to manage and display the data; however, it does not contain 
the data itself.
One o f the most powerful features o f a GIS-based system with ArcV iew software is 
the capability to produce maps and views which can be used to visually assess a given 
problem. Crash data can be imported into the A rcV iew  system from files which were 
downloaded from  a mainframe environment by system managers. System editors can 
then use tools in the Graphical User Interface to locate crashes. Once crash data have 
been edited, the analysts can perform several type o f crash analysis such as Spot. Cluster.
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Strip. Sliding Scale, and other ad-hoc queries (Environmental Systems Research Institute. 
Inc.. 1996)
3.5.2 Visualization o f the MBPC Problem
• Introduction
The crash database provided by the Nevada Department o f Transportation was 
filtered by extracting those records that met a set o f specific conditions to permit both 
statistical analysis and provide database integrity w ith the other data sets being used. 
Because o f the low total numbers o f  MBPCs in any one year at any one location, the 
identification o f any patterns o f concentration require sampling over time. A  three-year 
time frame o f recent crashes was used. The initial filtering was based on extracting all 
records for C lark County, Nevada in the three-year period 1995 through 1997.
Several analyses o f m id-block pedestrian crash characteristics by visualization and 
statistical tools were performed. They are discussed next.
• MBPC Distribution
The crash reports were geocoded using the Clark County street centerline file with 
ESRl's ARC/INFO  software. The result was a CIS database o f georeferenced pedestrian 
crashes. A number o f records were rejected from further analysis during this filtering 
process. These were records that could not be geocoded for a variety o f routine reasons, 
usually because o f ambiguous, incomplete, or otherwise apparently mis coded data. The 
result was a set o f 774 useable MBPC report point locations, representing 794 
pedestrians. Tlie general spatial d istribution o f these crashes is presented in Figure 15.
This map depicts all crash point locations used in the study.
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• Distance from Nearest Intersection
The spatial distribution o f the "150-foot MBPCs" was examined using techniques 
available in the CIS software. The methodology involves buffering the arterials 200 feet 
on each side o f the centerline and examining each individual crash inside the buffer zone, 
assigning it to the nearest arterial. O f the 136 crashes in the 150-foot interval. 98 (72%) 
lie w ithin an arterial buffer. The remaining 38 MBPCs are located along major and minor 
collectors and other streets and show no discernable pattern. Figure 16. a plot o f the 
individual locations o f the crashes w ithin 150-foot perimeter, shows a pattern along 
arterial corridors with a high number o f commercial establishments, and the southeast 
part o f the C ity o f North Las Vegas. The number o f crashes in the southeast portion o f 
North Las Vegas is 38. approximately 28% o f all 150-foot interval crashes.
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Figure 15. Distribution o f M BPC in the Las Vegas Metropolitan Area. 1995-1997.




Figure 16. D istribution o f MBPC at 135-165 Feet from  the Nearest Intersection in the Las
Vegas Metropolitan Area. 1995-1997.
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• Bus Stop Locatiotis and Transfer Points
There are approximately 4.800 bus stops in the Las Vegas Valley including 420 
transfer points (Puterski. 1999). The large number o f regular stops virtually guarantees a 
spatial association between just the location o f a bus stop and mid-block pedestrian 
crashes. Transfer points are those stops designated by the Citizens Area Transit (C AT) 
where a bus w ill have a short scheduled wait and does not depart until a specific time.
The times are coordinated between bus routes that have nearby scheduled stops to p>ermit 
transfers w ith  a minimal waiting period. Because historical schedule information is not 
available, nor is any information collected from the pedestrian involved in a crash as to 
whether the individual was either coming from or going to a bus. it is impossible to make 
any causally valid statements concerning the influence o f bus stops on MBPCs. The 
transfer points and crashes are plotted in Figure 17. These indicate bus stops in 1998. As 
with schedule information, there is no available historical database o f bus stops in the 
specific study years.
• Existing Marked M id-B lock Crosswalks
A list o f known mid-block marked crosswalks on streets with the county's jurisd iction 
was obtained from  the traffic division o f Clark County Department o f Public Works.
These are listed in the Table 9 and illustrated in Figure 18. There were no crashes 
reported in any o f these crosswalks. A buffer analysis indicates there were only 14 m id­
block pedestrian crashes "not in crosswalk" w ith in  500 feet o f these marked m id-block 
crosswalks and only 2 crashes w ithin 250 feet.



























Figure 17. Relationship o f MBPC and Bus Transfer Stops in the Las Vegas Metropolitan
Area. 1995-1997
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Table 9 M id-B lock Crosswalk Locations in C lark County
Location of Mid-Block Crosswalks
Burnham and Flamingo 
Cambridge and Desert Inn 
Desert Inn and Mountain Vista 
Dumont and Maryland Pkwy 
Edna and Rainbow 
Endora and Rainbow 
Flamingo and Shepard 
Lake Mead and Sloan 
Maryland Pkwy and Reno 
Morris and Tropicana 
Palos Verde and Twain 
Pecos and Villa Way 
Russell and McLeod 
Sierra Vista and Maryland Pkwy 
Vegas Valley and Mountain Vista 
Viking and Jones 
Warm Springs and Amigo 
Windmill and Pollock
(at Desert Springs Hospital)
(between Amico and Pollock)
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3.6 Spatial Clustering and the Nearest Neighbor Technique 
Tlie need for indexing spatial data arises in any application where objects lie in m ulti­
dimensional space. Clustering and the nearest-neighbor prediction technique are among 
the oldest techniques used in data mining. Clustering is a process in which like records 
are grouped or clustered together and put into the same grouping. Nearest neighbor is a 
prediction technique that is quite sim ilar to clustering: its essence is that in order to 
detemiine what a prediction value is in one record, the user should look fo r records with 
similar predictor values in the historical database and use the prediction value from the 
record that is "nearest" to the unknown record. Clustering and nearest-neighbor 
prediction are used in a wide variety o f applications. Clustering is a method in which like 
records are grouped together. Usually this is done to give the end user a high-level view 
o f what is going on in the database (Berson &  Smith. 1997).
3.7 Hazard Areas Identification 
To identify spatial patterns and specific areas o f high concentrations o f mid-block 
pedestrian crashes, standard C IS spatial analysis methods were used. These included 
various density and nearest neighborhood measures o f  spatial arrangement. O f these 
techniques, the standard nearest neighbor methodology provided the best characterization 
o f the point pattern distribution by grouping data points. Calculation o f the statistic 
involves comparing the distance between each m id-block crash point and its nearest 
neighbor to an average between-neighbor distance.
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Nearest neighbor analysis is one o f the most common and elementary measures o f 
proxim ity used by analysts to compare the distances between categorical points. A 
common variation o f this procedure, and the one used in this study, is to calculate the 
statistic by establishing a grid over the study area, and then summing the total point 
events occurring w ithin a specified distance from the center o f each cell. For pedestrian 
crashes the analysis used grid cells w ith a dimension o f 100 feet per side and a circular 
radius o f 500 feet. The result is that nearby cells containing a crash event w ill increase 
the total score o f the cell being evaluated. Based on the distribution o f  values the resultant 
scores are grouped and ranked. Clustering o f points is thus easily identified.
Figure 19 identifies 16 areas where the frequency o f mid-block pedestrian crashes can 
be considered high. Key MBPC data fo r each o f these sites are shown in Table 10. They 
are candidates for further analysis. Although most o f the very high concentration areas 
are along the Las Vegas Boulevard resort corridor (The Strip), the objectives o f this study 
were to examine problems throughout the Las Vegas Valley outside o f the Strip. Only 
two areas in the v ic in ity  o f the resort corridor were used. These are I ) the contiguous 
Flamingo Road-Audrie and Flamingo Road-Koval Lane concentration, and 2) the 
Tropicana Avenue-Duke Ellington Way concentration. Several other areas are 
represented as combined units fo r statistical purposes. These include pockets o f activity 
around Sahara Avenue and Valley V iew  Drive. Sahara Avenue and Maryland Parkway, 
and Bonanza Road and Maryland Parkway. In addition, the downtown Las Vegas area is 
presented for comparison.






























Figure 19. Concentrations o f MBPC - Nearest Neighbor Analysis in the Las Vegas
Metropolitan Area. 1995-1997
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Table 10. Areas o f High MBPC Concentration ( 1995-1997 )

















j Flamingo Rd 
-  Paradise Rd
12 40.4 9 3 5 7 3
i Tropicana Av 
i -  Duke 
Ellington W'y
12 44.2 10 2 6 6 1
! Harmon A v -  
1 Paradise Rd
11 36.4 9 2 5 6 4
: Sahara A v -  
1 Maryland  
j Pkwy
10 46.8 6 2 5 5 0
i Las Vegas 
Blvd -  
i Downtown
9 42.6 6 3 6 3 2
1 Flamingo Rd 
i -  Audrie St
8 48.0 7 1 4 4 5
; Charleston 
1 Blvd -  
Eastern A v
7 31.0 5 2 4 3 1
: Maryland  
: Pkwv -T w a in  
Av
7 42.3 4 3 5 2 2
1 Sahara A v -  
j Valley V iew
7 47.6 4 3 6 1 0
Tropicana Av 
; -M ary land  
; Pkwv
7 31.0 5 2 4 3 1
Charleston 
' Blvd -L am b  
Blvd
6 23.4 7 0 3 4 0
' Flamingo Rd 
-K o \ al Ln
6 51.3 5 3 2 6 1
Marvland 
Pkwy -  
i Flaminao Rd
6 23.0 4 2 2 4 2
; Bonanza Rd -  
Maryland 
! Pkwy
4 29.8 3 1 4 0 0
Maryland  
Pkwy -V egas  
V a lle \ Dr
3 37.0 3 0 2 1 0
Tropicana Av 
-  Jones Blvd
3 19.3 1 2 2 1 1 1
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3.8 Site Selection and the Selected Sites Characteristics 
Figures 20 to 29 depict each o f the 16 areas previously identified in Table 10 where 
the frequency o f m id-block pedestrian crashes can be considered high. The nearest major 
cross streets identifying these sites on each map are listed in Table 11.
Table 11 Selected Sites Location Shown in Figures
Number Site Location Figure #
1 Flamingo Rd. - Paradise Rd. 20
2 Tropicana Ave. - Duke Ellington Wy. 21
3 Harmon Ave. - Paradise Rd. 24
4 Sahara Ave. - Maryland Pkwy. 22
5 Las Vegas Blvd. - Stewart Ave (Downtown) 23
6 Flamingo Rd. - Audrie St. 24
7 Charleston Blvd. - Eastern Ave. 24
8 Maryland Pkwy. - Twain Ave. 25
9 Sahara Ave. - Valley V iew  Blvd. 26
10 Tropicana Ave. - Maryland Pkwy. 27
1 1 Charleston Blvd. - Lamb Blvd. 28
12 Flamingo Rd. - Koval Ln. 24
13 Maryland Pkwy - Flamingo Rd. 25
14 Bonanza Rd. - Maryland Pkwy. 23
15 Maryland Pkwy - Vegas Valley Dr. 22
16 Tropicana Ave. - Jones Blvd. 29
Detailed information on each map includes the location o f each mid-block crash 
depicted w ith an arrow indicating the direction o f travel by the primary vehicle. The high 
incident areas created by the nearest neighbor analysis are represented by the darker 
stippled patterns. Bus transfer stations and other bus stops are also included. Seven o f the 
sixteen areas contained bus transfer points. The most complete land use available fo r the 
study period is the Clark County Regional Transportation Commission's 1995 CIS Land
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Use database used fo r trip generation modeling. These data are displayed by five 
principal categories used in local trip  distribution analysis:
Neighborhood Retail -  strip malls, supermarkets
Liirge Retail. Resort -  large shopping centers and casino resort properties 
O ffice and Industrial -  office complexes, and general business and industrial areas 
M ixed Uses -  parks, schools, and other uses 
Residential -  residential housing areas
None o f the crash concentrations examined is exclusively bounded by one land use 
category. Most involve a mixture o f  several categories. However, there is a predominance 
o f neighborhood retailing along the road segments o f most mid-block pedestrian crash 
locations. The exceptions are crash locations along road segments adjoining the m ajor 
strip resorts near the Strip, for example the Tropicana Avenue segment at the M G M .
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Figure 23. MBPC Site Characteristics: Las Vegas Blvd. - Stewart Ave. (Downtown) and
Bonanza - Maryland Pkwy.
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CHAPTER 4
E V A LU A T IO N  OF MBPC SAFETY 
In order to generate a systems methodology for validating the effectiveness o f a 
countermeasure, nonparametric statistics are adopted as a tool. The W ilcoxon Signed 
Rank test is performed to statistically compare pedestrian crossing safety between 
intersection crossing and m id-block crossing locations (M BPC - as defined previously).
4.1 Nonparametric Statistics 
Nonparametric statistics is a collective term given to the methods o f hypothesis 
testing and estimation that are valid under less restrictive assumptions than classical 
techniques (Gibbons. 1993). The Analysis o f Variance (A N O V A ) tests require that the 
samples are drawn from  normal distributions having equal variances, whereas the 
nonparametric tests require only the assumptions that samples come from any identical 
continuous distributions. In some cases the confidence intervals and tests o f hjpotheses 
that are based on the " t"  o r the "z " distributions are unsuitable fo r  certain types o f data. 
For example, when making inferences about a population mean using small samples, the 
random variable being measured is assumed to have a normal probability  distribution 
(Mendenhall and Sincich, 1995). In reality the distribution may not be normal and may be 
skewed to the right or the left. For such data where the norm ality assumption is violated 
and classical statistics are inappropriate, nonparametric statistics are applied.
78
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As the nonparametric tests do not depend on any distribution o f a sampled population, 
they are also known as distribution-free tests. Further, classical statistical methods are 
valid for data measured on an interval scale, while nonparametric statistics could be 
applied to frequency or count data (Gibbons. 1993). It is stated that nonparametric 
methods can be used whenever classical methods are valid, but the converse is not true.
Some nonparametric methods use relative ranks o f the sample distributions rather 
than actual numerical values. Statistics based on the ranks o f measurements are called 
rank statistics. In this study, the W ilcoxon Signed Rank Test was used to test the 
hypothesis that the frequency distributions (e.g.. pedestrian at m id-block crossing and at 
intersection crossing) were identical against the alternative hypothesis that one 
distribution was greater than the other. It should be noted that this test does not utilize the 
overall rates, but instead uses the rank order o f the differences between pairs o f 
obser\ ations. Thus, large differences in overall rates do not necessarily result in 
significant differences using this nonparametric test.
4.2 Selection o f Sites 
A number o f candidate sites were identified based on the previous chapter. A field 
survey was undertaken to examine the sites. Subsequently the sites were narrowed down 
to twelve areas which are twenty-four sites representing twelve intersection approaches 
and twelve mid-block locations in their v ic in ity. The Table 12 shows the sites selected for 
this study.
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Table 12 Selected Study Sites
Intersection Sites Midblock Sites
Tropicana Ave. &  Duke Ellington W y. 
Flamingo Rd. &  Paradise Rd.
Sahara Ave. &  Valley V iew  Dr.
Koval Ln &  Flamingo Rd.
Tropicana Ave. &  Mary land Pkwy 
Harmon Ave. &  Paradise Rd.
Paradise Rd. &  Harmon Ave. 
Tropicana Ave. &  Maryland Pkwy 
Sahara Ave. &  Maryland Pkwy 
Lamb Blvd. &  Charleston Blvd.
Las Vegas Blvd. &  Stewart Ave. 
Marvland Pkwv. &  Flaminzo Rd.
Tropicana Ave. West o f Duke Ellington W y. 
Flamingo Rd. East o f Paradise Rd.
Sahara Ave. West o f Valley V iew  D r.
Koval Ln. South o f Flamingo Rd.
Tropicana Ave. East o f Maryland Pkwy. 
Harmon Ave. West o f Paradise Rd.
Paradise Rd. North o f Harmon A ve. 
Tropicana Ave. West o f Maryland Pkwy. 
Sahara Ave. East o f Maryland Pkw y.
Lamb Blvd. South o f Charleston Blvd.
Las Vegas Blvd. North o f Stewart Ave. 
Maryland Pwky. North o f Flamingo Rd.
The Sahara Ave. &  Maryland Pkwy and Maryland Pkwy &  Flamingo Rd. are sites 
with bus transfer points. Others were selected as normal crossing locations.
4.3 Definition o f Conflicts 
There are three types o f pedestrian-vehicle conflicts that are most commonly 
observ ed at sites. These are left-turning conflicts, the right-turning conflicts and the 
straight-through conflicts, as illustrated in Figure 30. The left turning conflic t occurs 
when the pedestrians crossing on an approach o f the crosswalk, are confronted by 
opposing left - turning vehicles. Likewise the right - turning and the straight - through at 
intersection conflicts result when the pedestrians are opposed by vehicles making a right 
turn or going straight. For protected left turn signals for vehicles, pedestrian movement is 
not allowed, however in case o f permissive left turn movements for vehicles, the situation 
is situation is different. Here the driver making a left turn has to watch out fo r the
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Figure 30. Types o f Pedestrian-Vehicle Conflicts at Intersections
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pedestrians, who have the right-of-way and also fo r opposing through vehicles. The 
driver is therefore tempted to accept smaller gaps in opposing traffic, resulting in higher 
turning speeds and increased conflicts. Also conflicts result when vehicles make a right- 
tum on red. Here the vehicles that are making the right turn are in the path o f pedestrians 
who have the right-of-way. The straight through conflicts is possible when the pedestrian 
darts out into the intersection and is directly in the path o f  the vehicle going straight.
A lthough all m id-block p>edestrians crossing should be considered as conflict 
locations w ith vehicles, sometimes there are big gaps fo r f>edestrians to cross w ithout any 
conflict.
4.4 Data Extraction
Data related to pedestrian crossing vehicular movements and conflicts were collected 
both at m id-block locations and their nearest intersections. Three crew groups were 
present on the fie ld at the sites. W hile one o f the groups was counting the number 
pedestrians crossing, another was counting the tra ffic  simultaneously. A t same time, a 
video camera was set up focusing on pedestrians who were crossing the street to define 
behaviors and conflicts with vehicles. The exact number o f pedestrians using the 
crosswalks o f the nearest intersection and crossing at m id-block respectively had to be 
known fo r each selected intersection. W ithin a two-hour period, each intersection w ith in  
marked crosswalk and its near m id-block location w ith in  300 feet range, both types o f 
pedestrians crossing number are counted in 15-minute intervals. The fo llow ing is a 
description o f the data extracted.
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• Pedestrian Movements: Pedestrian volumes p*er 15 minutes interval were recorded in 
the fie ld both at the legs o f the selected intersections and the near mid-block 
locations. A lso actions which were considered to be pedestrians conflict with vehicles 
or vice-versa were recorded. These included: i) Pedestrians crossing at one leg o f 
intersection affected or affecting right-tum or left-tum  vehicles, ii)  Pedestrians 
crossing at the m id-block near the intersection making the vehicles slow down or 
stop.
• Vehicle Movements: The total volumes o f vehicles that fed into the approach at the 
leg o f selected intersection. For example, fo r an exit located on the north o f the 
intersection, the movements considered were eastbound tra ffic  left turning, 
westbound tra ffic  right turning, and the northbound through traffic. A t the mid­
block. the total traffic equals to the sum o f the three types o f movements. The 
fo llow ing vehicle violations were extracted from  the fie ld observation: i) Vehicles 
not yielding to a pedestrian when the pedestrian has right-of- way.
• Conflicts: For this study, three t>pes o f pedestrian-vehicle conflicts were identified 
as discussed previously: i) Left-tum conflicts, ii)  Right-tum conflicts and. iii) 
Straight-through conflicts
The literature review (Davis et al.. 1988) indicated that most studies measure 
pedestrian safety on the basis o f "occurrences (conflicts) per unit o f exposure" (OPUE). 
Typically for conflicts, the units o f exposure is calculated as the product o f the number o f 
pedestrian crossing volumes times the number o f vehicles on potential conflict 
trajectories (left, right and through movements across the location which pedestrians 
cross the street) shown in equation (2).
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E = P * V  (2)
Where: E - Units o f exposure
P - Pedestrian crossing volume
V - Number o f  Vehicles on potential con flic t trajectories 
In calculating indicators o f pædestrian safety, the exposure term forms the 
denominator. The numerator consists o f conflicts. Pedestrians affecting vehicles are 
expressed in terms o f conflicts per 100 pedestrians (all m id-block crossing and crossing 
against signal), while vehicle conflicts are expressed in terms o f conflicts per 100 
vehicles (not yielding to pedestrian when the pedestrian has right-of-way). These are 
shown in equation (3) and equation (4).
P,, = ^ * 1 0 0   (3)
Where: = Proportion o f pedestrians affecting vehicles
= Number o f pedestrian-vehicle conflicts 
P = Pedestrian crossing volumes 
V.
= - ^ * 1 0 0   (4)
V
Where: V = Proportion o f vehicles affecting pedestrians
V = Number o f vehicle-pedestrian conflicts
V = Vehicle volumes
The difference between intersection crosswalk crossing and m id-block crossing was 
examined by determining whether a reduction o f pedestrian-vehicle conflicts is more 
significant fo r a pedestrian crossing at intersection than crossing at mid-block.
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4.5 Data Highlights
Field data were collected fo r a 2-hour duration period at non-bus related sites and 
more than 10 buses at bus location sites. Figure 31 shows the fie ld sites o f typ ica l 
intersection leg and mid-block study sites.
I I - Intersection Crosswalk Area 
- Mid-block Crossing Area
Figure 31. C onflic t Points o f Typical Selected Sites
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Table 13. Table 14 and Table 15 summarize the data collected fo r the entire study. 
Since each o f the M id-block sites is on the same leg o f the nearest intersection, the traffic 
volume is same between the intersection leg and the mid-block.
Table 13 Vehicle Volume Data fo r 2-Hour Period at The Selected Sites
Intersection Sites At Intersection Mid-block Sites At Mid-block
Tropicana &  Duke Eltn. 12.334 Tropicana West o f  Duke Eltn. 12.334
Flamingo &  Paradise 8.486 Flamingo East o f Paradise 8.486
Sahara &  Valley V'iew 11.947 Sahara West o f  Valley V iew 1 1.947
K o\ a! &  Flamingo 3.134 Koval South o f Flamingo 3.134
Tropicana &  Maryland 8.282 Tropicana East o f Maryland 8.282
Harmon &  Paradise 2.600 Harmon West o f Paradise 2.600
Paradise &  Harmon 4.979 Paradise North o f Harmon 4.979
Tropicana &  Maryland 8.689 Tropicana West o f Maryland 8.689
Sahara &  Maryland 8.834 Sahara East o f  Maryland 8.834
Lamb &  Charleston 3.790 Lamb South o f  Charleston 3.790
Las Vegas Blvd &  Stewart 4.272 Las Vegas Blvd. North o f Stewart 4.272
Maryland &  Flamingo 7.006 Maryland North o f  Flamingo 7.006
Table 14 Pedestrian Volume Data for 2-Hour Period at The Selected Sites
Intersection Sites At Intersection Midblock Sites At Mid-block
Tropicana &  Duke Eltn. 38 Tropicana West o f Duke Eltn. 48
Flamingo &  Paradise 118 Flamingo East o f Paradise 28
Sahara &  Valley V iew 46 Sahara West o f  Valley V'iew 8
K o \a l &  Flamingo 269 Koval South o f  Flamingo 150
Tropicana &  Mary land 162 Tropicana East o f Mary land 38
Harmon &  Paradise 360 Harmon West o f Paradise 183
Paradise &  Harmon 320 Paradise North o f Harmon 45
Tropicana &  Maryland 148 Tropicana West o f Maryland 25
Sahara &  Maryland 168 Sahara East o f Maryland 55
Lamb &  Charleston 48 Lamb South o f  Charleston 12
Las Vegas Blvd. &  Stewart 216 Las Vegas Blvd. North o f Stewart 76
Maryland &  Flamingo 313 Maryland North o f  Flamingo 85
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Table 15 Pedestrians vs. Vehicles C onflict Data for 2-Hour Period at The Selected Sites
Intersection Sites At Intersection Midblock Sites At Mid-block
Tropicana &  Duke Eltn. 30 Tropicana West o f Duke Eltn. 27
Flamingo &  Paradise 40 Flamingo East o f  Paradise 10
Sahara &  Valley V iew 20 Sahara West o f Valley V iew 6
Kov al &  Flamingo 49 Koval South o f Flamingo 58
Tropicana &  Maryland 38 Tropicana East o f  Mary land 26
Harmon &  Paradise 69 Harmon West o f  Paradise 38
Paradise &  Harmon 49 Paradise North o f Harmon 32
Tropicana &  Maryland 58 Tropicana West o f Maryland 19
Sahara &  Maryland 80 Sahara East o f Maryland 30
Lamb &  Charleston 32 Lamb South o f Charleston 6
Las Vegas Blvd. &  Stewart 48 Las Vegas Blvd. North o f Stewart 21
Maryland &  Flamingo 120 Maryland North o f  Flamingo 31
4.6 Computation o f Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test 
The data recorded at fifteen-minute intervals for individual approaches were 
aggregated to two-hour time periods for the purposes o f statistical analysis. Thus, one 
data point was developed per two-hour observation period fo r an approach. For the 
twenty-four selected sites, there were twelve sample points o f data at intersections, and 
there were another twelve sample points o f data at m id-block locations. These sample 
points were used for statistical analysis to test the difference o f the two crossing types. 
The analysis involved a statistical comparison o f the observations made at the 
intersection crosswalk and at the nearby mid-block locations. I f  the statistical analysis 
indicated that the observations were significantly different, then it could be concluded 
which type o f crossing is safer.
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The analysis was conducted in two steps. First, the overall rates o f pedestrian and 
vehicle conflicts were estimated fo r each o f the selected sites. Total pedestrian and 
vehicle conflicts were summed at each o f the specific sites, and divided by the total units 
o f exposure shown in equation (5).
 (5)
t
Where; = Conflict rate (Conflicts per unit o f exposure)
P = Number o f pedestrian-vehicle conflicts 
V = Number o f vehicle-pedestrian conflicts
E  = Units o f exposure (from  equation 2)
The conflict rate is an indicator o f safety. Therefore, pedestrian vs. vehicle conflicts 
per one m illion  exposures at m id-block locations ( P ) is an indicator o f  m id-block 
pedestrian crossing safety, and pedestrian vs. vehicle conflicts per one m illion  exposures 
at intersections ( P ,., ) is an indicator o f pedestrian crossing safety at intersections. The 
intersections may be considered as a "treatment" or "control group" for comparison with 
m id-block locations. /?,_„, and Æ _ are computed using equations as shown in equations 
(6) &  (7) respectively.
P = R, (conflict rate at m id-b lock)* 10*  (6)
R , = R (conflict rate at intersection)* 10*  (7)
The rates o f conflicts at the selected m id-block and intersection locations are shown 
in Table 16.
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Table 16 C onflic t Rate Based on One M illion  Exposures
Mid-block Sites Conflicts per one 
m illion exposure
( )
Intersection Sites Conflicts per one 
m illion exposure
)
Tropicana (W est) o f Duke Eltn. 45.6 Tropicana &  Duke Eltn. 64.0
Flamingo (East) o f Paradise 42.1 Flam ingo &  Paradise 40.0
Sahara (W est) o f Valley V iew 62.8 Sahara &  Valley V iew 36.4
Koval (South) of Flamingo 123.4 Koval &  Flamingo 58.1
Tropicana (East) o f Maryland 82.6 Tropicana &  Mary land 28.3
Harmon (W est) o f Paradise 79.9 Harm on &  Paradise 73.7
Paradise (North) o f Harmon 142.8 Paradise &  Harmon 30.8
Tropicana (W est) o f Maryland 87.5 Tropicana &  Maryland 45.1
Sahara (East) o f Mary land 61.7 Sahara &  Maryland 53.9
Lamb (South) o f Charleston 131.9 Lam b &  Charleston 175.9
Las Vegas Blvd. (North) o f  Stewart 64.7 Las Vegas Blvd. &  Stewart 52.0
Mary land (North) o f Flamingo 52.1 M ary land &  Flamingo 54.7
Second, statistical tests were performed to determine i f  the changes were significant. 
It should be noted that this test does not utilize the conflic t rates as shown in Table 16. 
but instead uses the rank order o f the differences between pairs o f observations in Table 
17. In Table 17. the R represents the conflicts per one m illion exposures at mid-block
sites. The P represents the conflicts per one m illion  exposures at intersection sites. The 
D is the differences between P and R ,. The IDl is the positive value o f D. Rank IDl 
is the IDl value ordered from the first to the last o f  the data set in ascending order. Sign D 
represents the sign o f D value whether positive (+) or negative (-). Thus because the rank 
order o f differences between pairs o f observations is used, large differences in conflict 
rates do not necessarily result in significant differences using the W ilcoxon Signed Rank 
test.
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Table 17 Calculations for W ilcoxon Signed Rank Test
Order IDl Rank IDl Sign D
1 45.6 64.0 -18.4 18.4 6 -
2 42.1 40.0 2.1 2.1 1 +
3 62.8 36.4 26.4 26.4 7 +
4 123.4 58.1 65.3 65.3 11 +
5 82.6 28.3 54.3 54.3 10 +
6 79.9 73.7 6.2 6.2 3 +
7 142.8 30.8 112.0 112.0 12 +
8 87.5 45.1 42.4 42.4 8 -t-
9 61.7 53.9 7.8 7.8 4 +
10 131.9 175.9 -44.0 44.0 9 -
1 1 64.7 52.0 12.7 12.7 5 +
12 52.1 54.7 -2.6 2.6 2 -
The conclusion o f a statistical test o f hypothesis is frequently given in terms o f P 
values. In general, the P-value fo r an observed value o f the test statistic is the probability 
under the null hypothesis ( ) o f obtaining a sample result as extreme as that observed
in a particular direction as indicated by the one-sided alternative. P-value to be used to 
reach a decision at an acceptable error rate a  (small number usually a  =0.05 or 5 
percent). / / „  is rejected when P-value< a. The W ilcoxon Signed Rank test statistic is 
defined as either;
T = sum o f positive ranks (sum all positive Rank IDl), or 
T = sum o f negative ranks (sum all negative Rank IDl)
Under the null hypothesis here, it is expected that the sum 7% o f the ranks o f 
observations that were orig inally positive to be about equal to the corresponding sum 71 
o f the ranks fo r the negative observations. Therefore it is assumed that the distribution o f 
differences is symmetric and the W ilcoxon signed rank test is performed.
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Let D =  R  -/?,
M  u =  the median o f the differences D.
I f  M g  is greater than zero, it signifies that the m id-block crossing conflict rate is 
greater than the intersection crossing conflict rate.
The null hypothesis is that there is no difference between the m id-block crossing 
conflict rate and the intersection crossing conflic t rate. Therefore. M ^  is expected to be
zero.
M g = 0
I f  the "treatment", i.e.. intersection crosswalk designations are expected to be safer, 
then M g is expected to be greater than zero. The alternative hypothesis is:
77, : Mg > 0
Table 17 shows the differences D. their absolute values IDl. and the ranks o f IDl. The 
computed values o f the test statistics are 7  ^= 61. 71 = 17, and the corresponding one­
tailed P-value is 0.046 from Appendix B. It could be concluded, at test size a  = 0.05 . (at 
a 95 percent confidence level), that there is sufficient evidence that the treatment options 
were effective in reducing conflicts i f  crossing at intersection instead o f crossing at m id­
block. The W ilcoxon Signed Rank test results are summarized in Table 18.
Table 18 W ilcoxon Signed Rank Test Results
Number o f 
Samples (N)




12 12 61 0.046 18.75
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4.7 Summary o f  Analysis 
Results o f the analyses indicate that a pedestrian crossing at intersection has a lower 
conflict rate than a pedestrian randomly crossing at m id-block. This has a statistical 
significance o f 95.6%. However, this does not im p ly  that a pedestrian crossing at an 
intersection has no conflicts.
In interpreting the findings o f this research, the fo llow ing  points should be 
considered:
1 ) Most pedestrians crossing at intersection may have been thinking that they have the 
right-of-way and crossed confidently ignoring the tra ffic . Unfortunately, sometimes they 
were crossing against the signal. Under such circumstances, serious conflicts occurred.
2) Even though a pedestrian was crossing with the right-of-way. turning vehicles such as 
right-turning vehicles and left-turning vehicles w ith  permitted signal phasing still have 
potential conflicts w ith pedestrians.
3) In Nevada, a pedestrian crossing at m id-block is not breaking any laws as long as they 
yield to traffic (Nevada Revised Statutes. 1999). In this particular case, the pedestrian 
safety depends on many characteristics. One o f them is the gap in the vehicular traffic 
stream, e.g.. i f  the gap is big enough, there is no con flic t at all when pedestrian is 
crossing. Other important factors are pedestrian behavior as a function o f age and 
physical ability, light conditions, and geometries o f the street etc.
4.8 Additional Aspects o f Observed Pedestrian Behavior 
An analysis o f pedestrian behavior was conducted using videotape analysis. The 
purpose was to categorize the types o f pedestrian movements. Using guidelines set forth
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by N'HTSA as described in (U.S. Department o f Transportation. 1997). a sim ilar 
classification system was developed to categorize observed crossings. W hile that study 
evaluated crash circumstances, the categories were modified in this study to reflect 
successful crossings as observed in the fie ld. Table 19 summarizes the behavioral 
movements o f the 346 individual pedestrians observed crossing at the m id-block 
locations identified. Theses sites included 3 locations without bus transfer stops and 2 
sites featuring bus stops. The movements o f each were then classified according to the 
fo llow ing four categories:
Type I - M idblock Dash, where the pedestrian runs straight out into the roadway. No 
conflicts between the pedestrian and vehicle are observed.
Type 11 - M idblock W alk W ith  Traffic  Present, where the pedestrian steps into a 
travel lane and begins walking. M oving vehicles create the potential for a conflic t that 
requires alteration o f either the pedestrian behavior or the motorist behavior.
Type III - M idblock No C onflic t Present, where the pedestrian steps into the closest 
travel lane and there is no tra ffic  in that lane or that ha lf o f the roadway. This includes 
those who walk across the roadway when no traffic is present. This contrasts w ith  the 
M idblock Dash where pedestrians actually run. and M idblock Walk W ith T ra ffic  where 
conflicts are observed and behavior altered.
Type IV  - M ultip le Threat at M idblock, where the pedestrian enters the tra ffic  lane in 
front o f standing or stopped traffic. This condition is often observed as pedestrians weave 
through vehicles queued at tra ffic  signals.
In Table 19. the column labeled O ff Buses" refers to pedestrians who exited a bus 
and immediately crossed at m id-block behind or in front o f the bus. A  number o f
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pedestrians were classified by more than one type i f  either their pattern changed or the 
traffic pattern changed as they paused at the median and crossed the other side o f the 
roadway. For the 346 observed individual pedestrians, there were 400 different 
behavioral movements.
Table 19 Pedestrian Behavior
Duration Midblock Midblock Midblock  
Dash Walk No
Conflict




Tropicana (West) o f Duke 
Ellin.
(6 X 99 IO :(X )- I4:(X)) 
Harmon (West) o f  Paradise
4  Mrs 15 22 36 37 79 n.a.
(6 3 99 1 0 :2 0 - 14:20) 
Koval (South) o f Flamingo
4  Mrs 19 14 27 14 74 n.a.
(6  9 99 0 9 :3 0 -  13:30) 
Sahara (East) o f Maryland
4 Hrs 28 12 69 7 107 n.a.
(6 3 99 1 5 :3 0 - 18:00) (Bus) 
Maryland (North) o f Flamingo
12 buses 12 4 6 10 22 11
(6 10 99 0 9 :0 0 - 1 2:00) (Bus) 15 buses 27 7 26 8 64 26
Total Each Type 101 59 164 76 346 Peds 
400 Types
37
O f the 400 behavioral movements observed, 164 (41%) were classified as M idblock 
No Conflict, typically crossing when no traffic is present and no threat is observed. 
However. 101 (25%) were classified as Midblock Dashes, situations where the pedestrian 
felt a need to run to avoid potential threats. In the NHTSA study cited above. M idblock 
Dashes and M idblock No C onflic t, were also noted as occurring more frequently and as 
the types o f movements most often cited in crash reports shown in Figure 32.













Midblock Midblock Midblock No Multiple 
Dash W alk Conflict Threat
Types of Behavior
Off Buses
Figure 32. Pedestrian Behavior Observation
The 59 ( 15%) observations categorized as M idblock Walk, represent situations with 
possible dangers related to reaction time and inattentiveness. The 76 (19%) pedestrian 
movements classified as Multiple Threat at M idblock are situations presenting potential 
dangers o f driver and pedestrian line-of-sight obstruction by other vehicles. Because 
pedestrian movement is not recorded in the NDOT database, it is not feasible to 
categorize the movement o f those actually struck by a vehicle.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS A N D  RECO M M END ATIO N S
A brief summary and some interesting findings based on the analyses described 
earlier are presented in this chapter. Recommendations fo r future efforts are also 
included.
5.1 Summary and Conclusions 
In this thesis, m id-block pedestrian crashes (M BPC) were evaluated using geographic 
information system (CIS) software. Capabilities o f C IS were utilized to georeference the 
MBPCs. The attributes o f the MBPCs were also analyzed using the CIS program.
Further, spatial clustering techniques and nearest neighbor method o f analysis were 
adopted to identify areas where high concentrations o f m id-block crashes were occurring 
in the Las Vegas metropolitan area in C lark County. Nevada. Areas o f high concentration 
were further evaluated by analyzing crash records and fie ld  observations. General 
characteristics o f MBPC were evaluated using statistical test. Visualization w ith CIS 
software was shown to be valuable in understanding and analyzing complex situation 
such as m id-block pedestrian crossing safety.
The fo llow ing conclusions are drawn from  the statistical tests:
1 ) The proportion o f males involved in MBPC exceeds the male proportion in the 
general population.
96
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2) The proportion o f children involved in MBPCs is higher than the proportion o f 
children in the general population.
3) Males are more like ly  to be involved in MBPCs under darkness than females.
4) The adult males involved in MBPC during darkness are a significant m ajority o f 
all males involved in MBPCs.
5) The percentage o f male and female children involved in MBPC is almost identical 
to that o f the percentage o f males and females in the adult population.
6) Males are more like ly  than females to be involved in alcohol related MBPCs.
7) The proportion o f MBPCs w ith alcohol involvement exceeds the proportion o f 
DUIs fo r all vehicular crashes.
8) The proportion o f D U I related MBPCs in darkness exceeds the proportion o f all 
MBPCs during darkness.
9) The proportion o f MBPCs during darkness that involving alcohol is greater than 
the proportion o f daylight MBPCs that involved alcohol.
10) The proportion o f alcohol related MBPCs fatalities exceeds the proportion o f all 
roadway fatalities that are DUI related.
Field observations o f pedestrian behaviors were made at selected locations. The 
observations consisted o f counts o f vehicles and intersection crosswalk and mid-block 
crossings for two-hour periods on the legs o f the selected intersections. A total o f twelve 
intersection legs and twelve mid-block sites were observed. These were used to 
statistically evaluate the relative conflict rates for pedestrian crossing at intersection and 
at m id-block location. The results from the nonparametric statistical W ilcoxon Signed 
Rank test concluded that pedestrians crossing at an intersection experience a significantly
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lower rate o f conflicts than those crossing at m id-block. Video taping was employed to 
focus on pedestrian mid-block crossing behaviors for 3 locations w ithout bus transfer 
stations and 2 sites featuring bus stops.
5.2 Recommendations fo r Future W ork 
In the nearest neighbor analysis, grid cells could be used w ith different dimensions 
e.g. greater than or less than 100 feet used in this thesis, i f  the distribution o f data is 
different. I f  the data pattern has a higher spatial concentration, then the grid cells need to 
be made smaller to improve the resolution o f the analysis. The search radius also could be 
varied based on the different length o f an average street segment in different areas. I f  the 
average street segment is shorter than Las Vegas metropolitan areas, the radius should be 
smaller to avoid searching the crashes that were occurring at an intersection to increase 
the score for mid-block crashes.
Since there are no data available for pedestrian crossing volume at mid-block 
crosswalks, it is not feasible to compare crossing safety between it and at mid-block 
locations without crosswalks. A  future study should conduct such an analysis.
Countermeasure programs that need to be evaluated using the methodology presented 
in this thesis include barriers installed, marked crosswalk, pedestrian crossing detectors 
combined with marked crosswalk, in-pavement lighting etc.
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Tropicana (West) &  Duke Ellington
Increment (15 Pedestrian Crossing Pedestrian Crossing at Traffic Count at the
min.) p.m. at Midblock Intersection Intersection Lee
2:45 - ?:(X) 13 4 1.597
3:00-3:15 3 5 3.016
3:15 - 3:30 6 6 4.644
3:30 - 3:45 5 9 6.247
3:45 - 4:00 10 4 7.634
4:00 -4:15 7 5 9.233
4:15 - 4:30 4 2 10.889
4:30 - 4:45 0 3 12.334
Total 48 38 12.334
Flamingo (East) &  Paradise
Increment ( 15 Pedestrian Crossing Pedestrian Crossing at Traffic Count at the
min.) p.m. at Midblock Intersection Intersection Leg
3:05 - 3:20 3 20 1.054
3:20 - 3:35 2 14 2.052
3:35 - 3:50 5 18 3.027
3:50 - 4:05 5 14 4.1 1 1
4:05 - 4:20 5 17 5.243
4:20 - 4:35 1 9 6.370
4:35 - 4:50 7 11 7.409
4:50 - 5:05 0 15 8.486
Total 28 118 8.486
Sahara (West) &  Valley View
Increment (15 Pedestrian Crossing Pedestrian Crossing at Traffic Count at the
min.) at Midblock Intersection Intersection Leg
I 1 25 - 1 1:40 2 5 2.373
1 I 40-11 ;55 1 7 3.815
1 1 55 - 12:10 3 5 5.430
12 10 - 12:25 0 6 6.177
12 25 - 12:40 1 4 7.515
12 40 - 12:55 1 6 9.013
1 1 55 - 13:10 0 5 10.494
13 10 - 13:25 0 8 1 1.947
Total 8 46 I 1.947
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Koval (South) & Flamingo
Increment Pedestrian Crossing Pedestrian Crossing at 
(15 min.) at Midblock Intersection
Traffic Count at the 
Intersection Lee
12:00- 12:15 17 31 407
12:15 - 12:30 15 29 848
12:30- 12:45 14 32 1,210
12:45 - 13:00 29 35 1.553
13:00- 13:15 24 38 1,948
13:15- 13:30 14 35 2.320
13:30- 13:45 18 34 2.500
13:45 - 14:00 19 35 3.134
Total 150 269 3.134
Tropicana (East) &  Maryland Pkwy
Increment ( 15 Pedestrian Crossing Pedestrian Crossing at Traffic Count at the
min.). p.m at Midblock Intersection Intersection Leg
3:45 - 4:00 2 28 969
4:00 -4:15 6 24 1.998
4:15-4:30 2 20 3.084
4:30 - 4:45 6 21 4.140
4:45 - 5:00 5 21 5.141
5:00-5:15 4 12 6.201
5:15-5:30 4 18 7.330
5:30 - 5:45 9 18 8.282
Total 38 162 8.282
Harmon (West) &  Paradise
Increment Pedestrian Crossing Pedestrian Crossing at Traffic Count at the
( 15 min.) at Midblock Intersection Intersection Lee
I 1:05 - 1 1:20 11 50 286
1 1:20- 11:35 19 48 635
11:35 - 1 1:50 28 39 965
1 1:50 - 12:05 21 39 1.258
12:05- 12:20 24 42 1.602
12:20- 12:35 25 35 1.931
12:35 - 12:50 28 58 2.261
12:50- 13:05 27 49 2.600
Total 183 360 2.600
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Paradise (North) & Harmon
Increment (15 
min.) p.m.
Pedestrian Crossing Pedestrian Crossing at 
at .Midblock Intersection
Traffic Count at the 
Intersection Lee
35 - 1:50 
50 - Z05 
05-2:20 
20-2:35
35 - 3 : ^  
50 - 3:05 
05-3:20 































Pedestrian Crossing at Pedestrian Crossing at 
Midblock Intersection
Traffic Count at the 
Intersection Lee
25-1:40 
40 - 1:55 
55 - 210 
10-2:25 
25 - 2:40 
40 - 2:55 
55 - 3:10 





























Sahara (East) & Maryland Pkwy
Increment Pedestrian Crossing at Pedestrian Crossing at Traffic Count at the
(15 min.) Midblock Intersection Intersection Leg
p.m.
2:45 - 3:00 4 11 1.189
3:00 - 3:15 6 15 2.451
3:15 - 3:30 6 21 3.545
3:30 - 3:45 10 21 4.588
3:45 - 4:00 8 24 5.616
4:00 - 4:15 5 25 6.523
4:15 - 4:30 4 26 7.771
4:30 - 4:45 12 25 8.834
Total 55 168 8.834
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Lamb (South) & Charleston
Increment ( 15 Pedestrian Crossing Pedestrian Crossing at Traffic Count at the 
min.) a.m. at Midblock Intersection Intersection Lee
9:20 - 9:35 4 6 444
9:35 - 9:50 2 5 939
9:50 - 10:05 I 8 1.433
10:05 - 10:20 2 9 1.858
10:20 - 10:35 0 4 2.306
10:35 - 10:50 2 5 2.768
10:50 - 1 1:05 0 8 3.318
1 1:05 - 1 1:20 1 3 3.790
Total 12 48 3.790
Las Vegas BLVD (South) &  
Stewart
Increment 




Pedestrian Crossing at 
Intersection
Traffic Count at the 
Intersection Leg
9:05 - 9:20 8 40 509
9:20 - 9:35 12 28 1.029
9:35 - 9:50 10 36 1.606
9:50 - 10:05 9 28 2.164
10:05 - 10:20 10 19 2.628
10:20 - 10:35 11 24 3.130
10:35 - 10:50 7 19 3.712
10:50 - 1 1:05 9 22 4.272
Total 76 216 4.272
Maryland Pkwy (North) & 
Flamingo
Increment ( 15 Pedestrian Crossing Pedestrian Crossing at Traffic Count at the
min.) at Midblock Intersection Intersection Leg
12:40- 12:55 11 30 834
12:55 - 13:10 12 39 1.688
13:10 - 13:25 10 44 2.569
13:25 - 13:40 11 39 3.454
13:40 - 13:55 10 41 4.303
13:55 - 14:10 14 48 5.180
14:10- 14:25 9 40 6.047
14:25 - 14:40 8 32 7.006
Total 85 313 7.006
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W ilcoxon Signed Rank Distribution
Entries labeled P  in the table are the cumulative probability from each extreme to the 
value o f the signed rank statistic fo r the given n. Left-tail probabilities are given for 
T <  n(n-h 1 )/4. and right-tail fo r T >  n (n+ l )/4. This interpreted as either 7% or 7  .
n L e f tT P Right T n L e f tT P Right T n Left T P Right T
2 0 0.250 3 7 10 0.289 18 9 17 0.285 28
! 0.500 2 1 1 0.344 17 18 0.326 27
3 0 0.125 6 12 0.406 16 19 0.367 26
I 0.250 5 13 0.469 15 20 0 .410 25
2 0.375 4 14 0.531 14 21 0.455 24
3 0.625 3 8 0 0.004 36 22 0 .500 23
4 0 0.062 10 1 0.008 35 10 0 0.001 55
1 0.125 9 2 0.012 34 1 0.002 54
2 0.188 8 3 0.020 33 2 0.003 53
3 0.312 7 4 0.027 32 3 0 .005 52
4 0.438 6 5 0.039 31 4 0 .007 51
5 0.562 5 6 0.055 30 5 0 .010 50
5 0 0.031 15 7 0.074 29 6 0 .014 49
! 0.062 14 8 0.098 28 7 0.019 48
2 0.094 13 9 0.125 27 8 0.024 47
3 0.156 12 10 0.156 26 9 0.032 46
4 0.219 11 11 0.191 25 10 0.042 45
5 0.312 10 12 0.230 24 11 0.053 44
6 0.406 9 13 0.273 23 12 0.065 43
7 0.500 8 14 0.320 22 13 0.080 42
6 0 0.016 21 15 0.371 21 14 0.097 41
1 0.031 20 16 0.422 20 15 0.1 16 40
2 0.047 19 17 0.473 19 16 0.138 39
3 0.078 18 18 0.527 18 17 0.161 38
4 0.109 17 9 0 0.002 45 18 0.188 37
5 0.156 16 1 0 .004 44 19 0.216 36
6 0.219 15 2 0.006 43 20 0.246 35
7 0.281 14 3 0 .010 42 21 0.278 34
8 0.344 13 4 0 .014 41 22 0.312 33
y 0.422 12 5 0 .020 40 23 0.348 32
10 0.500 11 6 0.027 39 24 0.385 31
7 0 0.008 28 7 0.037 38 25 0.423 30
1 0.016 27 8 0.049 37 26 0.461 29
2 0.023 26 9 0.064 36 27 0.500 28
3 0.039 25 10 0.082 35
4 0.055 24 1 1 0.102 34
5 0.078 23 12 0.125 33
6 0.109 22 13 0.150 32
7 0.148 21 14 0.180 31
8 0.188 20 15 0.213 30
9 0.234 19 16 0.248 29
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n Left T P Right T n L e ftT P Right T n L e f tT P Right T
11 0 0.000 66 12 11 0.013 67 13 16 0.020 75
! 0.001 65 12 0.017 66 17 0.024 74
2 0.001 64 13 0.021 65 18 0.029 73
3 0.002 63 14 0.026 64 19 0.034 72
4 0.003 62 15 0.032 63 20 0.040 71
5 0.005 61 16 0.039 62 21 0.047 70
6 0.007 60 17 0.046 22 0.055 69
7 0.009 59 18 0.055 60 23 0.064 68
8 0.012 58 19 0.065 59 24 0.073 67
9 0.016 57 20 0.076 58 25 0.084 66
10 0.021 56 21 0.088 57 26 0.095 65
1 1 0.027 55 22 0.102 56 27 0.108 64
12 0.034 54 23 0.117 55 28 0.122 63
13 0.042 53 24 0.133 54 29 0.137 62
14 0.051 52 25 0.151 53 30 0.153 61
15 0.062 51 26 0.170 52 31 0.170 60
16 0.074 50 27 0.19.0 51 32 0.188 59
17 0.087 49 28 0.212 50 33 0.207 58
18 0.103 48 29 0.235 49 34 0.227 57
19 0.120 47 30 0.259 48 35 0.249 56
20 0.139 46 31 0.285 47 36 0.271 55
21 0.160 45 32 0.311 46 37 0.294 54
22 0.183 44 33 0.339 45 38 0.318 53
23 0.207 43 34 0.367 44 39 0.342 52
24 0.232 42 35 0.396 43 40 0.368 51
25 0.260 41 36 0.425 42 41 0.393 50
26 0.289 40 37 0.455 41 42 0.420 49
27 0.319 39 38 0.485 40 43 0.446 48
28 0.350 38 39 0.515 39 44 0.473 47
29 0.382 37 13 0 0.000 91 45 0.500 46
30 0.416 36 1 0.000 90 14 0 0.000 105
31 0.449 35 2 0.000 89 1 0.000 104
32 0.483 34 3 0.001 88 2 0.000 103
33 0.517 33 4 0.001 87 3 0.000 102
12 0 0.000 78 5 0.001 86 4 0.000 101
1 0.000 77 6 0.002 85 5 0.001 100
2 0.001 76 7 0.002 84 6 0.001 99
3 0.001 75 8 0.003 83 7 0.001 98
4 0.002 74 9 0.004 82 8 0.002 97
5 0.002 73 10 0.005 81 9 0.002 96
6 0.003 72 1 1 0.007 80 10 0.003 95
7 0.005 71 12 0.009 79 1 1 0.003 94
8 0.006 70 13 0.011 78 12 0.004 93
9 0.008 69 14 0.013 77 13 0.005 92
10 0.010 68 15 0.016 76 14 0.007 91
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W ilcoxon Signed Rank Distribution 
Continued
n Left T P Right T n L e f tT P Right T n Left T P Right T
14 15 0.008 90 14 48 0.404 57 15 28 0.036 92
16 0.001 89 49 0.428 56 29 0.042 91
17 0.012 88 50 0.452 55 30 0.047 90
18 0.015 87 51 0.476 54 31 0.053 89
19 0.018 86 52 0.500 53 32 0.060 88
20 0.021 85 15 0 0.000 120 33 0.068 87
21 0.025 84 1 0.000 119 34 0.076 86
22 0.029 83 2 0.000 118 35 0.084 85
23 0.034 82 3 0.000 117 36 0.094 84
24 0.039 81 4 0.000 116 37 0.104 83
25 0.045 80 5 0.000 115 38 0.1 15 82
26 0.052 79 6 0.000 114 39 0.126 81
27 0.059 78 7 0.001 113 40 0.138 80
28 0.068 77 8 0.001 112 41 0.151 79
29 0.077 76 9 0.001 111 42 0.165 78
30 0.086 75 10 0.001 110 43 0.180 77
31 0.097 74 1 1 0.002 109 44 0.195 76
32 0.108 73 12 0.002 108 45 0.21 1 75
33 0.121 72 13 0.003 107 46 0.227 74
34 0.134 71 14 0.003 106 47 0.244 73
35 0.148 70 15 0.004 105 48 0.262 72
36 0.163 69 16 0.005 104 49 0.281 71
37 0.179 68 17 0.006 103 50 0.300 70
38 0.196 67 18 0.008 102 51 0.319 69
39 0.213 66 19 0.009 101 52 0.339 68
40 0.232 65 20 0.01 1 100 53 0.360 67
-T I 0.251 64 21 0.013 99 54 0.381 66
42 0.271 63 22 0.015 98 55 0.402 65
43 0.292 62 23 0.018 97 56 0.423 64
44 0.313 61 24 0.021 96 57 0.445 63
45 0.335 60 25 0.024 95 58 0.467 62
46 0.357 59 26 0.028 94 59 0.489 61
47 0.380 58 27 0.032 93 60 0.51 1 60
For n > 15. the probabilities are found from the follow ing equations: 
T ^ -5  — n { n + \ ) i A  T - .5 - / i( /J  + 1) / 4y  — _________________
y jn {n +  l)(2 /j+  I) / 24
2  =
^n(n  +  l){2n +  I ) / 24
Desired Approxim ated by
Right-tail probability for 7% Right-tail probability fo r/?^ ^
Right-tail probability for T Right-tail probability fo r/? _ ^
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